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Abstract 
Divers use decompression schedules that provide a stepped ascent to the surface 
from their maximum depth to help prevent the occurrence of decompression illness. 
The risk of decompression illness resulting from these schedules varies across 
different dives and the models used to generate them. The diver is unaware of this 
variance in risk. 
This thesis describes an investigation into the feasibility of producing optimised iso-
probabilistic decompression schedules that minimise the time it takes for the diver to 
reach the surface from maximum depth. In particular, 1.3 bar constant partial 
pressure of oxygen in helium dives are considered. The US Linear Exponential 
Multi-gas (LEM) model is used to describe the risk of decompression illness for a 
given dive. The Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method is used to 
minimise the ascent time given non-linear risk constraints and a maximum dive time 
constraint. 
Two approaches to describing the ascent profile have been investigated. The first 
scheme finds the stop times at each possible stop depth to produce optimised 
schedules. The total time for decompression is a function of the sum of the stop 
times. The second scheme defines the ascent profile as a three parameter hyperbolic 
tangent equation. The SQP method finds the three parameters that produce optimised 
decompression schedules once the curve is converted to a schedule of decompression 
stops. 
The schedules produced by the SQP method, using a curve to describe the ascent 
profile, show that it is feasible to produce optimised iso-probabilistic tables that are 
operationally practical given an acceptable physiological risk model. Comparison 
with the QinetiQ 90 tables with a nominal 2% operational risk of decompression 
illness show that the method could provide reductions in the ascent time subject to 
manned testing. 
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1. 1 Research aim 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 
Underwater divers are subjected to changes in ambient pressure during dives that 
may result in decompression illness. To reduce the risk of occurrence of 
decompression illness specified ascent profiles are taken from the maximum depth of 
the dive to the waters surface. These ascent profiles are called decompression 
schedules. Traditionally decompression methods are not based on the risk of 
decompression illness. The decompression schedules resulting from these methods 
cover a wide range of risk values that are unknown to the diver using them. 
The aim of this research is to test the feasibility of producing optimised 
decompression schedules where the definition of an optimised dive is: 
A dive profile with the quickest ascent from maximwn depth to the surface that will 
result in a specified risk of decompression illness. 
A set of optimised decompression schedules would provide the diver with an iso-
probabilistic decompression table set to a known risk of decompression illness. 
The Diving and Life Support Systems Group at QinetiQ Alverstoke, UK, sponsored 
this research as part of their work on the production of decompression schedules. In 
particular this research is aimed at decompression schedules for rebreather breathing 
apparatus providing a constant 1.3 bar of oxygen in helium gas mix to the diver. 
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1.2 Diving terminology 
Consider a typical dive. The diver leaves the surface and descends through the water. 
As the diver descends the weight of water above him increases the ambient pressure 
on the diver by approximately 1 bar for every 10 msw (metres of sea water) he 
descends. To maintain the divers lung volume, the pressure of the gas breathed by 
the diver must be equal to the ambient pressure exerted on the diver. 
A diver breathes a mixture of gases under the water. The oxygen that is required by 
the body may be toxic at pressures greater than 1.6 bar [US Navy 1996a] so a diluent 
is used to ensure oxygen stays at a safe pressure. Common diluents are nitrogen and 
helium. Both these gases are not used in any body process when breathed in by the 
diver. The term carrier will be used to describe any nitrogen and/or helium present 
in the breathing loop or diver's body that originated from the diver breathing it in. 
If the diver descends to his maximum depth for a given time and then ascends to the 
surface, without descending again, the dive is called a bounce dive. The time taken 
from leaving the surface at the start of the dive to starting to ascend from the 
maximum depth is called the bottom time. However if the bottom time of the dive is 
conducted over more than one depth once the initial descent is complete, the dive is 
called a multi-level dive. This work concentrates on bounce dives. 
1.3 Decompression illness 
"Decompression illness (DCI)", "decompression sickness (DCS)", "malady of the 
deep" and "the bends" are all names that have been given to illnesses resulting from 
a person undergoing a reduction in ambient pressure following a peliod of time at a 
higher pressure. Examples of this scenario are: 
• A diver ascending from the maximum depth of a dive. 
• A pilot flying an unpressurised aircraft. 
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• A tunnel or caisson worker who works in a pressurised environment during their 
shift and returns to surface pressure at the end of the shift. 
The symptoms of decompression illness are wide ranging [Elliot & Moon 1995a, 
Francis & Gorman 1995]. From pain only symptoms such as skin rashes and joint, 
muscle or lymph gland pain to symptoms involving the nervous, respiratory and 
circulatory systems. The later symptoms include; fatigue, amnesia and personality 
changes, visual and hearing disturbances, paralysis or weak muscles and in extreme 
cases complete circulatory collapse, loss of consciousness and death. 
Most cases of decompression illness can be treated to complete resolution by timely 
pressurisation in a hyperbaric chamber or by returning to the ground in the case of 
aviators. The many physiological drivers behind these varied symptoms are still 
being researched in an attempt to better understand them. However, it is generally 
accepted that excess carrier levels in the body on decompression are the cause. The 
formation of bubbles in the tissues and circulatory system drive some of the 
symptoms. Long term implications of compression and decompression such as 
hearing and bone problems have also been observed [McCallum & Harrison 1995, 
Elliot & Moon 1995b]. It is important to minimise the decompression stress on 
people to avoid both the short and long term results of decompression. 
It is not possible to predict whether a given individual on a given day will result in 
decompression illness from a dive. There is variability in the incidence of 
decompression illness across people, time and dive type [Berghage et al 1974]. The 
same person may do a dive profile safely many times and then develop 
decompression illness from the same dive profile. 
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1.4 Reducing the risk of decompression illness 
The safest way to prevent decompression illness is to not to subject people to a 
reduction in pressure. When this is not possible, the rate of decompression should be 
chosen to keep the decompression stress on the body at a safe level. 
Consider the diver example in more detail. At sea level the ambient pressure exerted 
on the body by the air above it is approximately one bar. When a diver descends 
through a column of water the ambient pressure increases. According to Henry's 
Law the amount of gas that will dissolve in a liquid is directly proportional to the 
partial pressure of the gas. To see how the gases in the body tissues change during a 
dive consider the example air dive shown in Figure 1.1. The area of the outlined 
boxes at the bottom of the diagram represents the partial pressure of the carrier in a 
tissue when at equilibrium with the breathing gas at given depth. The grey area 
represents the current partial pressure of the carrier in solution in the tissue. 
Time 
/ 
/ 
r-------...J 
A B c 
Tissue Partial pressure of: Carrier at equilibrium 
Carrier in solution 
Carrier as gas o 
Figure 1.1 Example of partial pressure of carrier in a tissue during a bounce dive. The 
dashed line represents an ascent profile containing decompression stops. 
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Before the dive {A}, the carner nitrogen in the body tissues of the diver IS 
equilibrated with the amount of nitrogen supplied by the blood and all the nitrogen 
will be in solution. 
When the diver descends in the water to his maximum depth {B}, the partial pressure 
of nitrogen in the breathing gas and therefore the arterial system will be higher than 
at the surface. The pressure gradient between the blood and the tissue along with 
Henry's Law means that more nitrogen can go in to solution in the tissue. If the diver 
stays at maximum depth long enough {C}, the nitrogen in the tissue will again 
equilibrate with the nitrogen in the arterial system. 
If the diver then ascends to the surface {D} the ambient pressure is reduced, 
reversing the carrier pressure gradient between the blood and the tissues. The excess 
nitrogen in the tissues moves back into the blood stream where it can be removed 
from the body via the lungs. If the diver ascends at a rate at which the blood cannot 
remove the excess nitrogen, some of the excess nitrogen in the tissue may come out 
of solution in the form of bubbles. 
To reduce the decompression stress and therefore the risk of decompression illness 
for the diver, the diver must ascend at a sufficiently slow rate that allows the excess 
nitrogen to be removed by the blood. Operationally this is accomplished by 
ascending to the surface in a number of steps called decompression stops, as shown 
by the dashed line in Figure 1.1. Divers obtain details of the required stops from a 
printed table of decompression schedules or from a dive computer that calculates the 
stops in real time and is carried by the diver. 
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1.5 Why are new decompression methods required for constant 
partial pressure of oxygen in helium apparatus? 
New technologies are continually being introduced to the diving arena resulting in 
new underwater breathing apparatus. One example is rebreather apparatus that 
maintains the level of partial pressure of oxygen within a given small range of values 
during the dive. The advantages of maintaining a constant partial pressure of oxygen 
as opposed to breathing a constant fraction of oxygen are: 
It A reduction in the risk of oxygen toxicity. This can result in convulsions and 
unconsciousness. A diver with these symptoms while under water would be in 
extreme danger. A constant fraction of oxygen will result in a partial pressure of 
oxygen that increases with depth. Apparatus that maintain a constant partial 
pressure of oxygen independent of the depth prevent the partial pressure of 
oxygen becoming too high. 
• The higher the partial pressure of oxygen in a gas mix, the lower the partial 
pressure of the carrier will be. 
- During the bottom time of the dive, a lower partial pressure of carrier reduces 
the amount of carrier that will dissolve in the body tissues and therefore the 
excess levels of carrier during the ascent. 
- During decompression a lower partial pressure of carrier will increase the rate 
of washout of any excess carrier in the tissues. 
Some of the current tables [Thalmann 1985, Nishi 1987] based on a constant fraction 
of oxygen in the gas mix or a lower partial pressure of oxygen could provide a safe 
decompression regime for 1.3 bar oxygen in helium dives. However the safety 
margin would be overly conservative. The decompression required for a given time 
at the bottom would be unnecessarily long. 
Current table design involves a component of guesswork. A typical decompression 
table may contain decompression schedules for a hundred or more dive profiles. 
Such a number of schedules is impossible to test to any level of significance. The 
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tables are tested for a subset of dives for the specific equipment and dive types likely 
to be used. Parameters of the underlying model are tweaked if a dive trial is 
indicating high levels of decompression stress for some of the dive profiles. This 
means the models become specific to the dive type they are tested on and may not be 
applicable to equipment with different breathing gas characteristics, different diving 
environments or different maximum depths. 
Ideally the risk boundary for a diver getting decompression illness or not getting 
decompression illness should be known. The lack of understanding of the 
mechanisms that cause the symptoms, the variability in dive outcomes and the ethical 
constraints on dive trials means that the risk boundary is not well defined. Until a 
general risk boundary can be defined, new decompression models must be generated 
for new equipment and diving scenarios. A new decompression model can be 
generated from existing models with new parameters or be a new model. 
1.6 Scope of thesis 
This thesis is written in two parts. Part one considers decompression models and 
their use in the generation of decompression schedules. Chapter 2 provides a brief 
overview of physiological and risk models that have been applied to decompression 
modeling in the past. 
The only model available to the author that had been calibrated on constant 1.3 bar 
oxygen in helium dives was the US Linear Exponential Multiple gas model CLEM). 
This model is described and evaluated in chapter 4 using the data described in 
chapter 3. 
In chapter 5 the LEM model is used to indicate the distribution of risk of 
decompression illness across published models applied to rebreather dives. This 
chapter highlights the need for constant risk decompression tables and discusses the 
question of what is an acceptable level of risk? 
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Part two of the thesis describes and evaluates methods to produce optimised 
decompression schedules using LEM for the underlying physiological risk model. 
Chapter 6 introduces the Sequential Ql,ladratic Programming (SPQ) method for 
constrained optimisation and how it can be applied to the production of optimised 
decompression schedules. 
Chapters 7, 8 and 9 desclibe two different implementations of the SQP method and 
the associated results. The best of these results are then compared to the latest 1.3 bar 
oxygen in helium decompression tables produced by QinetiQ Alverstoke. The 
comparisons are given in Chapter 10 along with the implications for producing an 
automated system for the production of iso-probabilistic decompression schedules. 
1.7 Notation 
Due to the range of disciplines and models the research covers, a large amount of 
notation is introduced. To help clarify the notation each chapter will start with a list 
of the notation used within it. 
1.8 Caution 
The decompression schedules given in this thesis have been produced to test the 
feasibility and possible advantages of optimised decompression methods. The 
schedules and associated methods have NOT been tested and SHOULD NOT BE 
USED FOR DIVING OPERATIONS without comprehensive testing. 
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Chapter 2 
Decompression methods 
2.1 Notation 
ata I Atmospheres absolute K Gas exchange time constant 
DCI Decompression illness Pamb Ambient pressure 
DT 1 Total dive time Pj I Partial pressure of carrier j 
msw Metres of sea water p. Equivalent carrier partial pressure if 
J all forced into solution 
P(DC!) Probability of Peo Partial pressure of carbon dioxide decompression illness 2 
SAC Safe ascent criteria PH 0 Partial pressure of water vapour 2 
SAD I Safe ascent depth Po I Partial pressure of oxygen I 2 
I I 
it ... in the blood supply dQldt I Blood flow per unit tissue volume 
#T I ... in the tissue T,Z I polar coordinate axes ! , 
i Solubility of carrier I a R I Rate of arterial carrier partial 
I I pressure change I 
I ! 
A,B I Gas flow constants 9\ I Instantaneous decompression stress 
I dose 
a ! Radius of blood vessel S I Measure of decompression stress 
I 
b i Radius of tissue cylinder t IT' i lme 
I I 
C I Carrier concentration Thr I Carrier pressure above ambient that 
i is required form a bubble in tissue ! I 
C 1 Critical quantity of Vi I Logistic descriptive variables 
I dissolved carrier 
, ! 
d i , Depth V I Velocity of blood through capillary 
D Diffusion coefficient n, k,j3, y, Model constants 
m,rp,¢J 
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2.2 Introduction 
This chapter introduces some published mathematical approaches for modelling the 
effect of decompression on divers during oxygen in helium dives and the resulting 
risk of decompression illness. Chapter 2 is included in the thesis to provide a brief 
background on decompression modelling for readers unfamiliar with diving research. 
2.3 Overview of decompression methods 
The aim of a decompression method is to bring divers to a reduced ambient pressure 
safely. A generic scheme for a decompression method is shown in Figure 2.1. 
On the left side of Figure 2.1 is a list of possible inputs to the method. Some of these 
inputs are quantities that can be monitored in real time during the dive. Other inputs 
are not quantifiable or are historical in nature such as previous injuries to the diver. 
The implementation of the methods described in the following sections use a subset 
of the possible inputs; time-pressure profile and the breathing gas. There is 
insufficient knowledge to include factors such as temperature, physical 
characteristics and stress into a decompression method in a realistic manner. Flook 
[1997] has researched the incorporation of exercise into a decompression model. 
Dive computers and tables may incorporate user instigated safer decompression 
profiles when the risk of decompression illness is thought to be increased by one or 
more of the possible inputs given in Figure 2.1 [Biihlmann 1995; Sunnto 1994]. One 
example is the US Navy [1996a] rule that states: "If the divers are exceptionally cold 
during the dive or if the workload is relatively strenuous select the next longer 
decompression schedule than the one that would normally be selected." 
POSSIBLE INPUTS 
• Ambient pressure 
• Breathing gas 
• Ascent I Descent rates 
• Previous dives 
• Breathing rate 
• W ater/Air tem perature 
• Exercise pre I during I post dive 
• Stress levels 
• Physical characteristics of diver 
• Previous injuries to diver 
• History of decompression illness 
• Medical Conditions 
• Alcohol I Chemical intake prior to dive 
• Acceptable risk of decompression 
illness 
RISK AND/OR 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MODEL 
t---I1 ..... 1 -------------------------------- 1 .. I 
SAFE ASCENT CRITERIA 
Adjust In put Variab les 
NO 
Figure 2.1 General schematic for decompression methods 
POSSIB LE OUTPUTS 
• Fixed or real time 
decompression schedules 
• Risk for given decompression 
schedule 
Is schedule within 
equipment I safety 
I operational 
requirem ents? 
DIVE SCHEDULE FOR USE 
..... 
..... 
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The input data is used by the decompression model to develop a description of the 
decompression stress on the diver. Secondly, ascent rules are used to design the 
decompression depth-time schedule to be used for the divers decompression. The 
ascent rules are commonly called Safe Ascent Criteria (SAC). These methods have 
two possible outputs; the decompression schedule and an estimate of the risk of the 
diver getting decompression illness from the given dive schedule. 
When a decompression schedule has been suggested it is important that the schedule 
is assessed to see that it meets the requirements of the diving situation. For example, 
a very safe dive schedule will be no good if the breathing apparatus will not provide 
enough gas to complete it. 
2.4 Representing the dive 
Consider a typical bounce, no decompression stop dive as shown by the solid line in 
Figure 2.2. The depth of the diver will vary during the dive, in tum changing the 
partial pressure of the gases the diver breathes. For the decompression model to 
process this information, the depth and gas profiles must be simplified. Two levels of 
simplification are currently used depending on whether a decompression table or 
dive computer is to be used. 
A decompression table will provide the decompression schedule for a single 
maximum depth and bottom time, as represented by the dotted line in Figure 2.2 (a). 
This means the model will be assuming the diver stays at the maximum depth for the 
whole of the bottom time, which is unlikely to be true. Hence the tables tend to give 
a margin of safety due to the profile simplification. Sometimes the descent time to 
bottom depth for table calculation is taken to be near to zero time, to ensure all 
possible descent rates are included by the schedules time-depth profile. 
Alternatively a dive computer will log the depth of the dive at short intervals during 
the dive and treat the dive as a series of steps. These can be linear splines as 
indicated by the dotted line in Figure 2.2 (b) or steps of constant depth. This means 
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the simplified profile could increase or reduce the margin of safety depending on the 
shape of the depth time profile and the depth sampling frequency. 
Time 
(a) Decompression Table (b) Decompression Computer/Model 
Figure 2.2 Dive depth-time profile (solid line) and simplified profile used in (a) dive 
tables and (b) dive computers and model calculations. 
Many numerical descriptions of decompression in divers use a function of the partial 
pressure of carrier in the body tissues to define the risk of decompression illness. To 
describe the partial pressure of carrier in the tissue you must be able to describe the 
partial pressures of the gases the diver breathes throughout the dive. For a fixed 
percentage gas mix this is linked to the changing ambient pressure, but for 
rebreathers the partial pressures will depend on the control system in the breathing 
apparatus. 
An example of a partial pressure of oxygen profile for a rebreather dive to 81 msw 
[Gay et aI., 1997] is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Depth and partial pressure of oxygen breathed by a diver using a rebreather 
during a dive to 81 msw [Gay et al., 1997] 
For the example given in Figure 2.3, averaging over time the partial pressure allows 
the dive to be described by 30 data points compared to the 1440 used to plot Figure 
2.3. In the development of the Canadian Underwater Mine counter measures 
Apparatus (CUMA) He02 Tables, decompression profiles were based on a constant 
partial pressure of oxygen of one bar [Nishi & Warlow, 1997]. During the trials the 
time weighted average partial pressure of oxygen was higher than one bar used to 
generate the tables. The real time partial pressure of oxygen was not used as input to 
the decompression algorithm as it varied between dives and the tables needed to be 
safe for all dives. 
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2.5 Physiological models 
Studies into the effects of changes of ambient pressure on animals and the human 
body have been carried out since the seventeenth century. In the seventeenth century 
Von Guericke constructed the first device to alter ambient pressure in a controlled 
manner. In 1670 Robert Boyle used a similar device to decompress a viper and noted 
a bubble moving in the waterish humour of one of its eyes. This was the first 
documented case indicating that a rapid reduction in pressure could lead to bubbles 
forming in the tissues of the body. 
An understanding of the mechanisms of decompression illness was limited until Bert 
[1878] conducted a series of experiments on blood and respiration at pressures above 
and below ambient pressure at sea level. He concluded that more serious 
decompression illness was provoked by the presence of free gas as bubbles in the 
body and these bubbles consisted mainly of nitrogen. 
Since the nineteenth century there has been a large number of models proposed for 
describing the physiological effects of decompression on a diver. A good summary 
of the history of decompression models and procedures is given in Bennett and 
Elliot's book [1995]. While there are a large number of models in the published 
literature there are only a few that have been sufficiently tested on humans under 
controlled conditions. The lack of or insufficient testing is due to the prohibitive cost, 
ethical restrictions of running manned trials and difficulties in measuring blood and 
tissue gas pressures during dives. Results determined from animals may not cross 
over directly to human physiology. 
The body is made up of a large number of interconnected tissues and blood vessels. 
Attempting to model the complete body geometry and chemistry would be an 
enormous computational task that would be impractical at this time. Decompression 
methods are designed to be applicable to a general popUlation of divers. For this 
popUlation a highly complicated and computationally expensive model is unlikely to 
produce better results than simpler models can currently produce. In the future it 
may be possible to model individual characteristics and decompression physiology in 
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a complex manner and produce more accurate personalised decompression 
schedules. 
The decompression models of the last hundred years all use a simplified 
representation of the diver's blood flow and tissues. Figure 2.4 shows a number of 
geometries that have been suggested in the past. 
~ 
~ 
~ 
\\.0-
~ 
llSSUE \\.0-
(a) Parallel TiSSU9S 
c Btik Dffusim lissLE Slab 
(b) Saies d tiSSU9S wth 
dffusim intoooces 
llSSLE 
i rrlical TiSSU6S 
Figure 2.4 Geometries used to model decompression stress on divers. 
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The most popular geometry used today for oxygen in helium decompression tables 
and computer algorithms is a series of parallel tissues [Btihlmann, 1995; Schreiner & 
Kelly, 1971; Tikuisis et aI., 1985] as shown in Figure 2.4(a). Each tissue is supplied 
with blood from the lungs that contains the same partial pressure of carrier. The 
blood flow per unit volume of tissue is different for each tissue and the tissue is 
assumed to be well stirred so no diffusion gradient of carrier exists. 
The model eliminates the need to define tissue and capillary sizes. The partial 
pressure of the carrier gases in the blood leaving the tissue is assumed to be equal to 
the partial pressures in the tissue. 
The number of independent tissues varies from three in the US LEM model 
[Thalmann et aI., 1997] to 16 in Btihlmann's ZH-L16A model [Btihlmann, 1995]. 
This type of model is known as a perfusion limited model. Perfusion is a measure of 
the blood supply to the tissue. 
The rate of change of carrier partial pressure in a tissue is governed by the gradient 
between the partial pressure of carrier in the arterial blood, pA, and in the tissue, pT, 
scaled by a tissue dependant gas exchange constant, K. 
dpT 
_1 = K(p,A _P!) 
dt J J (2-1) 
The ZH-L16A model solves equation (2-1) by splitting the dive into a number of 
short steps, ti to ti+l, during which there is no change in depth or breathing gas. 
Therefore the partial pressure of the carrier gas in the arterial blood entering the 
tissue is assumed to be constant for the time step. The gas exchange constant, K, is 
defined as the natural logarithm of 2 divided by the gas half-time for carrier in the 
. .HLFTM tIssue, r-- . 
The ZH-L16A update equation for the partial pressure of carrier gas j, in the tissue, 
pTj, is given by, 
(2-2) 
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The change in partial pressure of the carrier in the tissue is proportional to the carrier 
pressure gradient between the arterial blood and the tissue. When more than one 
carrier gas is present in the blood and tissues the partial pressures of the carrier gases 
are calculated separately and summed. 
The ZH-L16A model uses nitrogen half-times of 4-5 minutes up to 635 minutes. 
These values where chosen from examining trials data breathing nitrogen mixes. The 
half-times for helium were taken to be 2.65 times smaller than the half-times for 
nitrogen. This ratio comes from the diffusion rates of the two gases which are 
inversely proportional to the square root of their molecular weights. Note that 
Blihlmann is using a diffusion concept which has no relevance to a parallel tissue 
perfusion model. Incorporating a diffusion component into the model suggests that 
diffusion and perfusion are important in modelling decompression illness. 
A similar model called the E-E or Exponential-Exponential model was used by the 
US Navy to develop air tables [Thalmann, 1985: Appendix A], Their model uses 
equation (2-1) to determine an update in carrier partial pressure for constant pressure 
steps or linear pressure changes. For a rate of carrier partial pressure change in the 
arterial blood of Rj , the tissue update equation becomes, 
where Cit = tj+l - tj (2-3) 
The gas exchange constant is dependant on the solubility of the carrier in the tissue, 
aT, and in the blood aB, and the blood flow per unit volume of tissue, ~; , 
(2-4) 
However in the computer implementation of equation (2-3) the gas exchange 
constant was set equal to the natural logarithm of 2 divided by the gas half-time for 
the tissue. With this substitution, the E-E model solution to the governing equation 
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given by equation (2-1) with the carrier partial pressure in the arteries held constant 
over the time step is the same as Blihlmann's ZH-L16A model with different values 
of the gas exchange constants. 
The gas exchange constants for real non-fatty tissues are not different for nitrogen 
and helium. 'For all tissue except fat the ratio of solubility of gas in tissue over the 
solubility in blood is equal to one for helium and nitrogen, within the limits of 
measurement techniques' [V. Flook, pers.comm.]. For a purely perfusion model this 
means the value of the gas exchange constant K for nitrogen and helium should be 
the same for the same tissue. Similar to Blihlmann's models, the US Navy parallel 
tissue models use shorter half-times for helium than nitrogen, suggesting the need for 
a diffusion component in the physiological model. 
The US Navy developed this model further to create decompression tables for their 
Mark 15/16 0.7 ata fixed partial pressure of oxygen breathing apparatus [Thalmann, 
1985]. The new model is known as the E-L or Exponential Linear model. Only a 
single carrier gas was assumed to be present at a time. The three main differences 
from the E-E model were: 
A reduction of the partial pressure of the carrier in the arterial blood by taldng 
into account the metabolic gases of carbon dioxide and water vapour, 
A A A pJ' = Pamb - Po - P co - PH 0 . 2 2 2 (2-5) 
A linear tissue gas exchange when a gas phase is formed. 
A different half-time for saturating or de-saturating tissues. 
No super saturation of the carrier gas in the tissue was allowed. Once the total 
pressure in the tissue exceeds ambient the excess carrier will form a bubble. 
Accordingly a bubble will form when; 
(2-6) 
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Modelling the bubble and setting the internal pressure of the bubble equal to the 
ambient hydrostatic pressure gives the following linear carrier update equation for a 
constant inspired partial pressure of oxygen, 
(2-7) 
where pT is the partial pressure of carrier in the tissue that would exist if all the 
carrier was forced into solution. 
The partial pressure of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the tissue and blood is assumed 
to remain constant due to metabolic and respiratory processes, so the update equation 
becomes independent of depth. The reduction in carrier in the tissue is proportional 
to the length of the step and inversely proportional to the tissue half-time. 
The linear removal of carrier from a tissue when bubbles are present was also noted 
by Van Liew [1993]. 
The E-L model uses equation (2-3) when no gas phase is formed and equation (2-6) 
is false. When a bubble is formed on ascent and equation (2-6) is true then equation 
(2-7) is used to update the partial pressures of carrier j in the tissues. 
Decompression tables for 0.7 ata oxygen in helium breathing apparatus [US Navy, 
1996b] were generated using the physiological model given by equations (2-3) to (2-
7). The diver was assumed to be saturated with helium instead of nitrogen at the 
beginning of the dive and the model was not used once the diver reached the surface 
at the end of the dive. No attempt was made to model the combined gas exchange of 
helium and nitrogen between the tissue, bubble or blood. The E-L model used six 
tissues for oxygen in helium dives covering a range of tissue gas exchange constants. 
The helium gas exchange half-times ranged from 5 to 120 minutes for tissue helium 
uptake and between 5 and 145 minutes for tissue helium removal. 
The last model in this series of models from the US Navy, further developed the E-L 
model to include more than one carrier gas. The main changes were: 
• Oxygen is allowed to contribute to total gas tissue pressure and bubbles. 
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• While no bubbles have formed the partial pressures of the carrier gases are 
calculated independently from each other. 
• Once a bubble forms then any or all of the carrier gases can contribute to the 
bubble volume and the equations for partial pressure update for carrier gases 
become linked and have to be solved numerically. 
The model could be used to model the diver physiology at the surface post 
dive. Most decompression illness symptoms become evident post dive, rather 
than while the diver is still in the water. 
The properties of each tissue are described by 5 parameters. The metabolic gas 
partial pressures are assumed constant across all three tissues. 
A review and detailed description of this Linear Exponential Multi-gas (LEM) model 
is given in Chapter 4. 
An alternative to the Haldanian geometry described above is a diffusion model 
developed by Stubbs and Kidd [1965] as shown in Figure 2.4(b). The model was 
built as an pneumatic analogue computer in 1960s. One configuration of the 
computer consisted of four compartments in series. The gas could flow between the 
volumes through pneumatic resistors. The volume of each compartment was the 
same, as was the resistance to gas flow between the compartments. 
Figure 2.5 Kidd Stubbs four tissue model. 
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The pneumatic model shown in Figure 2.5 can be described by a set of four non-
linear differential equations for the pressure Pi in the ith compartment: 
a;l = A[(B + Pamb + PIXPamb - PI )- (B + PI + P2 XPI - P2 )] 
a;z = A[(B + PI + P2 XPI - P2 )- (B + P2 + P3XP2 - P3)] 
a;3 = A[(B + P2 + P3XP2 - P3)- (B + P3 + P4 XP3 - P4 )] 
a;4 = A[(B + P3 + P4 XP3 - P4 )] 
(2-8) 
where A and B are gas flow constants and Pamb is ambient pressure [Nishi & 
Lauckner, 1984]. The rate of change of pressure in each of the compartments is 
related to the pressure differences across the pneumatic resistors to the neighbouring 
tissue compartments. The pressure differences are weighted by the sum of the 
pressures in the two adjoining compartments. 
The first compartment has access to ambient pressure and is equivalent to a fast half-
time tissue. The fourth compartment is only connected to the third compartment and 
exterior ambient gas changes must travel through all the other compartments before 
reaching the fourth compartment. The fourth compartment is equivalent to a slow 
half-time tissue. 
The half-time equation for a single compartment over the time interval ti to ti+l is 
given by, 
(2-9) 
where A and B are the constants of equation (2-8). Note that the half-time for carrier 
uptake is shorter than for elimination and the constant B controls the asymmetry and 
non-linearity of carrier exchange. 
This simple model for air dives has only two parameters to be determined; the gas 
constants A and B. The model described by equation (2-8) was modified by Nishi to 
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account for using helium as the carrier gas and a set of decompression tables have 
been produced for use with 1.0 ata constant partial pressure of oxygen in helium 
breathing apparatus. The modifications hive not been published, but the resulting 
tables have been tested by diving trials [Nishi & Warlow, 1997] and are in use by the 
Canadian Navy. 
Another geometry considered for modelling gas uptake and elimination arose from 
observations that many of the less serious cases of decompression illness resulted in 
pain in or around a joint. Some parts of a joint are very poorly perfused and mainly 
rely on diffusion for supplies. Hempleman [1995] suggested that cartilage tissue 
could be modelled as a slab of avascular tissue with one face of this slab well 
perfused by a network of blood vessels, as shown in Figure 2.4(c). From Ficks law 
of diffusion, at some distance x from the blood tissue interface the concentration of 
carrier gas, c, can be described by, 
(2-10) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient. The solution of this equation is dependent on the 
boundary and initial conditions chosen. 
Since the early 1900s people have tried to model body tissues using a geometry 
closer to human physiology such as considering a tissue with capillaries running 
through it [Popel, 1989]. The simplest representation of this is by considering the 
capillary as a cylinder surrounded by an annulus of tissue, with cylindrical symmetry 
as shown in Figure 2.4(d) and Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 The geometrical tissue-capillary model: (i) Cylinder with tissue/capillary 
length effects and (ii) the infinite thickness model with angular symmetry. 
Hennessy [1974a] produced a cylindrical model which allowed both nitrogen and/or 
helium to be a carrier. The blood was assumed to be well stirred and the cylinder was 
treated as an infinitely long cylinder with the same carrier in the blood along the 
length of the capillary. The carrier is allowed to radially diffuse into and out of the 
tissue from the blood. 
When the combined partial pressures of the carrier and metabolic gases exceeded 
ambient pressure plus an extra quantity to account for elasticity and surface tension 
of a bubble, a bubble was assumed to have formed. The diffusion of the two carrier 
gases becomes linked once the bubble is formed. 
Hennessy solved the governing equations for the above model using a finite 
difference formula with a mesh in the radial direction. The solutions to the governing 
equations for this geometry are more complicated than the other geometries 
considered and usually require a numerical solution technique to be applied. 
The complexity of the above model can be increased by considering the continual 
loss or gain of carrier as the blood travels down the capillary. Hennessy [1974b] 
defined the partial pressure of a carrier at a point in the tissue to be the solution of, 
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DT ~(r apT) 
r ar ar + (2-11) 
= Radial diffusion of carrier in + Diffusion of carrier 
tissue cylinder along the tissue cylinder 
which is dependent on the blood carrier partial pressure along the capillary as defined 
by 
apA(Z,t) = apA 2DT (aI::, l( apT) 
-v- + (2-12) at az a ar 
T=a 
= Transport and diffusion of + Flux of carrier across 
carrier along capillary capillary / tissue 
boundar 
where V is the blood flow rate, DT is the diffusion coefficient of carrier gas in the 
tissue and r,Z and a are as shown in Figure 2.6. The radial coordinate is constrained 
to be less than or equal to a in equation (2-12) and between a and b in equation (2-
11). Solutions to the above equations require the length of the cylinder as well as 
boundary and initial conditions. 
2.6 A perfusion, diffusion or bubble limited process? 
There has been much debate over whether perfusion or diffusion controlled models 
should be used to model tissue gas kinematics [Hennessy, 1974b; Wienke, 1989; 
Hempleman, 1995]. 
In reality one or both mechanisms may control the distribution of carrier in tissues 
and between the tissues and the blood. Well perfused tissues may be better modeled 
by perfusion, while poorly perfused tissues may be better modeled by diffusion. 
Tikuisis et al. [1985] suggested that diffusion limiting approaches have merit in 
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modeling the finer details of gas exchange between tissue and blood, but perfusion 
limiting approaches are better for analysis of whole body gas exchange. 
In the body, tissues are not isolated objects they are connected to other tissues. 
Consider a well perfused tissue attached to a sparsely perfused tissue. After a 
decrease in pressure, the well perfused tissue with a short half-time will equilibrate 
quickly with the arterial blood. However, the poorly perfused tissue with a longer 
half-time will eliminate the excess carrier at a slower rate. This will result in a 
pressure gradient across the interface of the two tissues which may cause diffusion of 
the carrier into the well perfused tissue. The diffusion of carrier from the poorly to 
the well perfused tissue would produce the equivalent of a tissue with two half-times. 
The Stubbs and Kidd [1965] model incorporates a simple representation of this tissue 
interface diffusion. The parallel tissue models of Thalmann [1985] and Btilhmann 
[1995] could be said to incorporate this idea by using a large number of tissues with 
different half-times. The more complicated LEM model uses only three tissues so 
will be less able to represent the inter-tissue diffusion. 
The occurrence of decompression illness when flying a week after a dive, suggests 
that perfusion is not the only controlling factor. The half-time of the tissue would 
have to be much longer than currently accepted to be possible. Arguments have been 
given that the delay in decompression illness is due to the presence of bubbles in the 
tissues which reduce the rate of washout of carrier gas from the tissue. The washout 
of carrier can be slowed by bubbles obstructing blood vessels or the reduction in the 
partial pressure of carrier gas in the tissue, as the carrier diffuses into the bubble. 
While models like the E-L model use a very simple representation of a bubble, other 
researchers have tried using a more detailed model of the bubble itself, or indeed a 
set of bubbles [Gault, 1992; Tikuisis et aI., 1991; Ball et aI., 1995]. 
Van Liew & Burkard simulated the competition for carrier between the blood, tissue 
and bubbles [Van Liew & Burkard, 1993; Burkard & Van Liew, 1995]. They found 
that if enough bubbles were present in the tissue, it is possible for enough carrier to 
diffuse into the bubbles to reduce the partial pressure of carrier in the tissue to a 
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lower level which becomes clamped. The pressure gradient between the tissue and 
blood has been reduced and the carrier removed by the blood can be replaced by 
diffusion out of the bubbles. The removal of excess carrier from the tissue and 
bubbles follows a straight line course. 
Which ever approach is taken, perfusion or diffusion limiting, the research suggests 
the need for: 
• More than one tissue or one tissue with multiple half-times. 
A slower carrier washout if bubbles have formed. 
2.7 The contribution of oxygen to decompression illness risk 
At sea level breathing air most of the oxygen in the blood is bound to haemoglobin 
or carbon dioxide. Only a small fraction is dissolved in the blood. Tissue oxygen 
extraction ranges from 1 % to 10% (ml/100ml of blood) [Folkow & Neil, 1997]. 
Most decompression methods assume that oxygen is not directly connected to the 
risk of decompression illness and only acts to reduce the amount of carrier gas in the 
blood or tissue. Hyperbaric trials with goats [Donald, 1955] indicated that higher 
partial pressures of oxygen did affect the risk of decompression illness. However, 
most of the goats recovered spontaneously on returning to sea level, suggesting that 
the excess is quicldy used by the body once normal ambient pressure is achieved. 
The researchers at NMRI also found that their most successful probabilistic models 
were under predicting the risk of decompression illness in oxygen in nitrogen dives 
that included a period that the diver breathed a high fraction of oxygen. Parker et al. 
[1998] considered two possible additions to their basic E-L model: 
CD A decrease in nitrogen uptake / elimination due to the ability of the partial 
pressure of oxygen to alter the circulation. This was achieved by scaling down 
the nitrogen tissue half-time once the partial pressure of oxygen reaches a 
critical value. 
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• A component of the partial pressure of oxygen in the tissue was allowed to 
contribute to the carrier to test for bubble existence and growth. 
Each of the above modifications improved the models capability to predict 
decompression illness for dives using high partial pressure of oxygen. 
100% oxygen hypobaric (altitude) exposures have been modelled using a single 
tissue E-E model to describe the partial pressure of nitrogen and oxygen in the tissue. 
Logistic regression was used to relate the partial pressure of nitrogen or nitrogen plus 
oxygen in the tissue to the presence of bubbles [Foster et aI., 1998]. The partial 
pressure of oxygen contributing to the risk of decompression illness was treated as a 
constant during the time at altitude. The results showed that the model incorporating 
a constant partial pressure of oxygen in the risk calculation gave the closest fit to the 
data. 
The above research suggests that models can be improved by including a mechanism 
for oxygen to contribute to the risk of decompression illness as well as the carrier 
gases. This improvement comes at the cost of extra parameters to be determined. In 
the case of the LEM model, 2 extra parameters are required for each tissue. 
2.8 Decompression illness risk models 
While there have been many approaches to modelling the effects of decompression 
on a diver, all researchers agree that individual responses to decompression is highly 
variable in nature. The same dive profile can produce a range of outcomes, from no 
decompression illness symptoms to different types of decompression illness. 
Most decompression methods ignore the variability in decompression illness 
outcome which exists at our current level of understanding of decompression 
physiology. These methods use a safe or not safe step function. No account is taken 
of the probability of decompression illness from a dive profile. 
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In 1974 Berghage et al. conducted a series of hyperbaric trials on mice and found the 
decompression illness outcomes could be described by a binomial distribution. They 
suggested that dose response curves should be fitted to a parallel tissue model 
(Figure 2.4(a)) to provide an estimate of risk of decompression illness for a dive. 
The function chosen to convert carrier tissue pressures into a probability of 
decompression illness must be able to predict a zero risk value when no 
decompression occurs and a smooth increasing risk with the severity of the pressure 
drop and dive profile. 
The researchers at the US Naval Medical Research Institute (NMRI) continued the 
previous research and tested two different risk functions on saturation dives with a 
single pressure drop from the bottom depth to the surface [Weathersbyet al., 1984]. 
The first formulation followed the Hill's equation, 
S" 
P(DCI) = (} S" + S I 50 
(2-13) 
where S is dose of decompression stress, 850 is the dose corresponding to a 50% 
incidence of decompression illness and n is a constant which controls the steepness 
of the dose-response curve. The parameters S50 and n must be determined from dive 
data. 
The second risk function considered is taken from survival analysis [Kleinbaum, 
1996] and is of the form, 
P(DCI) = 1.0 - exp(- kS II ) (2-14) 
where k and n are constants determined from the data. 
In both functions the decompression stress dose, S, could be a number of quantities 
taken as a maximal value or integrated over time such as; 
• bubble nucleation rate, 
.. total or maximum bubble volume, 
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ell number of bubbles formed, 
ell ambient pressure reduction or 
" partial pressure of carrier gas in tissue above that in the blood. 
The saturation dives consisted of a dive to raised pressure for a period of at least 24 
hours, followed by a single reduction in pressure. The size of this reduction in 
pressure was used as the decompression stress dose. Parameters were estimated using 
the maximum likelihood method. 
Similar maximum likelihood results were obtained from the two risk functions given 
by equations (2-13) and (2-14) for human dives using oxygen in helium breathing 
gas. 
Further work at NMRI looked into the form of the decompression stress dose and 
how the time of occurrence of decompression illness could be used to improve 
parameter estimation for the physiological model [Burkard & Van Liew, 1995]. In a 
later paper [Thalmann et aI., 1997] they suggested that integrating the sum of the 
instantaneous decompression stress doses, fJf, over the duration of the dive, DT, and 
the following 24 hours gave the best results of oxygen in nitrogen dives with a E-L 
physiological model, 
(2-15) 
The instantaneous decompression stress dose for each tissue, fJf, was calculated as a 
relative super saturation above a tissue dependent threshold value, Thr, 
Pc~rrier (t)+ Pmetabolic - Pamb (t )- ThrT 
Pamb (t) (2-16) 
where the instantaneous dose is constrained to be equal to or greater than zero. When 
the dose is negative, the value is taken to be zero. 
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This risk model has been further developed for more than one carrier by substituting 
the single burden for the sum of the carrier burdens for nitrogen, helium and oxygen 
if included [NMRI, 1995, 1996] . 
An alternative decompression stress dose that can be physically measured is the 
bubbles in a diver during and following decompression. Doppler ultrasound scans 
can detect moving bubbles [Horn, 1998; Eatock & Nishi, 1986]. These bubbles can 
be graded depending on signal amplitude and bubble frequency. The Kisman-
Masurel (K-M) bubble grades (BG) range from 0 to IV. A risk model is suggested by 
Gault [1992] which uses the maximum predicted bubble radius, r, to fit the 
probability of the maximum bubble grade occurring, 
P BG=i = (j)"(1_j)14-I)r 
( ) 4 (r )h( r )(4-j)Y L - 1--
j=O j3 j3 
i = 0 to 4 (2-17) 
where rand j3 are parameters to be estimated from the data. This probability model 
did not fit the intermediate bubble grades well. The best fit to the oxygen in nitrogen 
di ves considered was obtained when the bubble grades were grouped into two sets 
and a third scaling parameter, OJ, was added. 
P(BG = O,lor 2)= [P(BG = 0)+ p(BG = 1)+ P(BG = 2)](1- OJ)+ iz 
P(BG = 30r 4)= [P(BG = 3)+P(BG = 4)XI-OJ)+ iz (2-18) 
The third parameter OJ, adds a constant probability factor to all the bubble grade 
outcomes. For the dives and bubble model considered by Gault, this parameter was 
estimated to have a value of 2.1%. As equations (2-17) and (2-18) are only 
dependent on bubble radius, these equations could be applied to bubbles generated 
by more than one carrier gas with out modification. 
Another approach to predicting the risk of Del using bubble dynamics has been 
proposed by Foster et al. [2000] for exercising at altitude. They suggest that "the 
instantaneous probability of symptom onset at time t is proportional to the expected 
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total volume of bubbles from a region of tissue at time t" and " the probability of 
ever experiencing DCI during a decompression is directly related to the cumulative 
volume of bubbles formed." 
The last risk model that shall be considered does not use an underlying physiological 
model. Logistic regression [Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989; Leffler, 2001] can fit a set 
of descriptive continuous, discrete or categorical variables to the outcome of 
decompression illness. Examples of descriptive variables are maximum depth, ascent 
profile descriptors and oxygen decompression use (YES/NO). The outcome of 
decompression illness is the occurrence of decompression illness symptoms or not. 
The logistic model can be extended to cover multiple outcomes, such as including a 
marginal decompression illness category. 
The probability of decompression illness, P(DCI), occurring from a dive described 
by N independent variables, Vj, is given by the relationship 
1 
p(De!) = ( ) 
1 + e-g v 
where 
N 
g(v) = fi 0 + I fi j v j 
j=l 
and ~j are model parameters to be determined from dive data. 
(2-19) 
It can be argued the logistic model does not have a physiological basis so can not be 
applied to dive types different from the dives used to calibrate the model parameters. 
However, the production of decompression tables based on oversimplified 
physiological models all end up being specific to the dive types they are tested on. 
With today's models, all decompression tables should be restricted for use with dives 
similar to those used for testing the tables. 
2.9 Safe Ascent Criteria 
The previous sections have described some of the physiological and risk models that 
have been published. The next step is to be able to tum these models into rules for 
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the safe decompression of divers. There are two approaches to providing safe ascent 
rules; deterministic approaches or risk based probabilistic approaches. 
Most deterministic approaches use a series of depth and tissue dependent, critical 
partial pressures of the carrier which should not be exceeded on ascent. Most 
methods [Workman 1965; Btilhmann 1995; Thalmann 1985] use a linear function to 
define the safe ascent depth (SAD) for a given partial pressure of carrier, pT, 
(2-20) 
where ¢ and cp are tissue dependent constants estimated from trials data. 
A decompression schedule is created in the following way. When the diver leaves 
the bottom depth he will have a certain partial pressure of carrier in each of his 
tissues. Equation (2-20) is used to determine the tissue dependent safe depths to 
which the diver can ascend to. The deepest safe depth will either be sea level or a 
depth which will indicate the first decompression stop depth. The diver then ascends 
to this stop depth and will stay there until all his tissues allow him to progress to the 
next shallower stop depth. The time he spends at the stop depth is the decompression 
stop time. 
In the decompression tables developed by Thalmann [1985], only one carrier is 
considered. So for oxygen in helium tables only the partial pressure of helium 
contributes to equation (2-20). In contrast, Blihlmann [1995] summed the partial 
pressures of nitrogen and helium to give the partial pressure of carrier in a tissue, pT. 
The parameters cp and ¢ were changed according to the fraction of nitrogen in pT. 
Values of safe ascent depth parameters from different implementations of equation 
(2-20) have not been given here. The parameters have been derived using their 
associated physiological models fitted to dive data, not real physiological data. 
Hence it is not possible to directly compare safe ascent depth equations. 
Bubble models could also provide the basis for a safe ascent rule, where the radius or 
volume of the bubble or bubbles must be kept below a critical value [Foster 1998]. 
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An alternative deterministic ascent rule which works reasonably well for single 
carrier, short bottom time, bounce dives was derived from the slab tissue diffusion 
model (Figure 2.4(c» [Hempleman 1995]. While the carrier gas diffusing into and 
out of the tissue slab is not affected by the opposite end of the slab, the quantity of 
carrier diffusing into the tissue is proportional to the square root of the time. For a 
dive to depth, d, for a time, t, there will be a fixed quantity, .q of carrier such that, 
(2-21) 
So if a diver goes to depth d j for time tj, or depth d2 for time t2 the diver should be 
reasonably safe if the above relationship is followed. Setting Q equal to 500 gives no 
decompression stop dives close to the US Navy [1996a] Air Tables. 
The above deterministic examples of safe ascent rules all have a decompression 
illness or no decompression illness step function dependent on the partial pressure of 
the carrier in the tissues as shown in Figure 2.7. The variability in decompression 
illness outcome for a dive suggests that a better way to both fit model parameters and 
to construct decompression schedules is to use a probabilistic approach. The safe 
ascent rule becomes, the diver must ascend such that the probability of 
decompression illness occurring is equal to or below a chosen value. The dashed line 
in Figure 2.7 shows one possible probabilistic definition of risk. 
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Figure 2.7 Probabilistic and deterministic approaches to estimating the probability of 
decompression illness 
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Weathersby et al. [1985] noted there are a large number of possible ascent paths that 
a diver can take which result in the same probability of decompression illness. The 
researchers at NMRI proposed a method to be able to produce a decompression 
schedule in real time for oxygen in nitrogen dives using the LEM physiological 
model [Survanshi et aI., 1994]. The LEM model has analytical solutions for carrier 
exchange between the blood and tissues and tissues and blood. 
To avoid large, time consuming searches for the shortest decompression path with a 
risk of decompression illness below the chosen value, a local search method was 
used. Instead of waiting until the end of the bottom time of the dive to start 
calculating the ascent path, a small number of candidate ascent paths are considered 
several times a minute as the dive progresses. As the time intervals between update 
calculations are short, the last optimum ascent path will always be a good starting 
point for calculating the new ascent path. Completing a series of small local searches 
for the duration for the dive provides close results to those obtained by a global 
search method [Parker et al 1994], but for much reduced computational resources 
2.10 Conclusions 
This chapter has described a number of approaches to producing decompression 
schedules for divers. While there are a large number of models in the published 
literature there are only a few that have been sufficiently tested on humans under 
controlled conditions, especially when considering oxygen in helium rebreather 
dives. 
The DCIEM 1.0 ata constant partial pressure of oxygen in helium decompression 
tables have been tested and are used by the .Canadian Navy. The US 0.7 ata constant 
partial pressure of oxygen in helium tables were tested and have been in service for a 
number of years. Both these tables were developed from basic models with the 
parameters tweaked during trials to provide safe tables. The Btihlmann model is 
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widely used, but to the author's knowledge the model parameters have not been 
calibrated against oxygen in helium bounce dives. 
The addition of helium and oxygen gases to nitrogen as carriers adds to the 
complexity of the models and in some cases changes the solution methods from 
analytical to numerical solutions. 
The models that have been developed in the last century have varied in complexity. 
If the physiological mechanisms leading to decompression illness could be modelled 
correctly, the variability in decompression outcomes would be reduced and a single 
model should be able to predict the risk of decompression illness for all types of 
dives. However at our current level of understanding the simpler models with a 
couple of parameters seem to provide as safe decompression as more complicated 
models of 20 or more parameters when calibrated to specific dive types. 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 
Data 
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This chapter describes the data used to review the probabilistic LEM model in 
Chapter 4. The data come from an international military dive trial database that 
provides data for a wide range of dives in a common format. 
3.2 The nature of dive trial data 
The best data for training models to predict decompression illness would contain an 
even number of dives resulting in decompression illness symptoms and 
asymptomatic dives over a random distribution of possible dives. 
All the data described in this chapter were recorded during dive trials conducted 
under controlled environmental conditions using fit military divers. Some of the 
trials were designed to test new equipment while other trials were designed to test 
decompression procedures. 
Because dive trials and decompression tables are ethically designed to minimise the 
risk of injury to divers, the trials to validate decompression schedules are biased on 
the side of safety. If dives result in unacceptable cases of decompression illness, the 
decompression model is usually modified to create safer tables, resulting in safer 
dives being conducted for the rest of the trial. This process means dive profiles are 
biased away from the region of higher risk of decompression illness. 
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While the above approach is good for ensuring safe decompression tables are used, 
the biasing of the data is not helpful for producing optimised tables. 
Another important feature of trial data is the number of repetitions of a single dive 
profile during a trial. The financial cost of running trials prevents testing of a single 
dive profile enough times to provide a statistically significant value of the probability 
of decompression illness for the profile. To use the data to develop models a number 
of different profiles must be considered together. This may result in a good 
estimation of overall risk, but may mask the inability of a model to predict the risk of 
some profiles when incorrect risks cancel each other out. 
Factors both physiological and environmental (Figure 2.1) may influence the 
occurrence of decompression illness from a dive. Not all this information may be 
recorded or available from a dive trial. One example of an environmental factor 
affecting the decompression stress on the diver is the clothing of the diver. A diver in 
a dry chamber may experience gas transfer through the skin as well as through the 
circulation. 
3.3 Dive trial database 
The dive database has a common format for recording all the dive profiles. All 
depths are measures in units of feet of sea water (fsw) and all periods of time are 
measured in units of minutes. 
The following information is recorded for each man dive: 
• A unique dive label. 
• The time, depth and breathing gas profile at coordinates throughout the dive and 
for twenty four hours after the end of the dive ( forty eight hours after saturation 
dives). Linear changes in depth occur between the coordinates. 
• The dive decompression illness outcome; no symptoms, marginal decompression 
illness or full decompression illness (Type I or II). 
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• The time interval that decompression illness symptoms first appeared if 
decompression illness was diagnosed. 
A wide range of dives are included in the database, including; bounce dives, surface 
decompression dives, saturation dives and submarine escape dives, breathing 
different combinations of oxygen, nitrogen and helium. 
Dives were chosen from the database with the following characteristics: 
• Single bounce dives with a single maximum depth. 
CD Dives that continually descend from the surface to the maximum depth. This 
avoids the cases when the diver conducts a small ascent on the descent to help 
clear their ears. 
It Dives that continually ascend from maximum depth to the surface. 
III Dives that did not contain a shallow pre-dive before the main dive. 
CD No surface decompression dives. 
• The diver had not dived in the 24 hours previous to the dive starting. 
• Helium was breathed for at least part of the dive. 
• No missing data in the dive record. 
The subset of dives defined by the above characteristics contained 3455 dives 
including 155 cases of decompression illness and 39 cases diagnosed with marginal 
decompression illness. 
Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the data as defined by the maximum depth, 
bottom time, total time for decompression and partial pressure of oxygen, P02, at the 
maximum depth. The banding of the partial pressure of oxygen occurs because the 
partial pressure is recorded to one decimal place. 
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of dive summary variables in combined bounce dive and outlier 
dive data sets. (+) represent dives where the diver breathes close to 100% 
oxygen during part of the ascent, and (0) represent dives where the diver 
does not breath close to 100% during the ascent. 
Figure 3.1 shows there are some outlying values of both bottom time and total time 
for decompression in the data. These values correspond to dive durations that are 
much greater than the 240 minute duration of the rebreather equipment this thesis is 
considering. To aid in future analyses, the dive data were split into two sets. The 
351 outlying values where put into a set called the "outlying dive" data set and the 
remaining 3104 dives into a set called the "bounce dive" data set. The percentage of 
dives resulting in decompression illness in the bounce dive data was 4.4% compared 
to 7.4% in the outlying dive data. 
Dive trial # man # cases of Depth Bottom time TTFD range # dives using Bottom Wet Reference range range P02 name dives DCI (Marg) (fsw) (min) (min) 100% oxygen (Bar) I Dry 
DC8416D 430 14 (2) 8.3 - 218.3 367 
Dry 
DC8416S Nishi 1987 91 7 118 - 328 9 -100 8.3- 217.5 81 0.7-1.8 
DC8416W 178 4 8.3-217.5 159 Wet 
DRATMXA 66 1 223 - 256 13-27 37 - 288 61 1.2-1.7 Dry 
Alverstoke 
DRATMXW 131 8 230 - 263 14-27 37 -288 121 1.3-1.7 Wet 
. 
EDU185S ? 1562 56 (2) 60 - 300 10 -180 2-257 0 0.75 I 
I 
EDUHE70 Thalmann 1985? 152 13 (2) 141 - 355 15- 60 35 - 290 152 0.7 -1.5 I 
NMR9404 Survanshi 1998 462 26 (22) 119 - 300 9-32 5-205 161 1.3 Wet 
Survanshi 1998 
NMR94040 Flynn 1998 32 1 300 25 226 -232 32 1.3 Wet 
_ .. _-_._ .... __ .-
----------- - - -
Table 3.1 Bounce dive dataset summary by dive trial. 
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Dive Trial #man # cases of Depth Bottom time TTFD range # dives using Bottom Wet I 
Name Reference dives DCI (Marg) range range (min) (min) 100% oxygen P02 Dry (fsw) (Bar) 
DRATMXA 27 0 239 - 256 24-26 408 - 2160 20 Dry 
Alverstoke 
1.4-1.7 
DRATMXW 58 2 (10) 246 - 263 14-28 325 - 2160 42 Wet 
DCHELONG ? 27 0 295 - 303 55-60 395 -405 27 2. 
EDUHE70 Thalmann 1985? 110 18 (1) 205 - 405 20-90 320-1019 110 0.9 -1.5' 
NMR86H6 ? 60 1 50 - 60 360-480 1.2 -2.5 0 1 -1.1 Dry? 
NSMTMX ? 69 4 132 4559 -5760 2473 - 3451 1 0.5 Dry ? 
-_._- - '--- -~- -- -- ---
Table 3.2 Outlier dive dataset summary by dive trial. 
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A summary of these two data sets separated by dive trial is given in Tables 3.1 and 
3.2. Where reports on the dive trials have been located, the reference number is 
given in the second column of the table. 
The NMR9404 and NMR94040 trials represent the closest breathing mix to the 
target 1.3 bar oxygen in helium rebreather dives. The trial was designed to explore if 
increasing the partial pressure of oxygen to 1.3 bar from 0.7 bar would reduce 
decompression time. " A sequential dive trial was designed in which the outcome of 
dives at each step dictated the selection of a profile for the next test. Excessive 
decompression sickness (DCS) outcome resulted in selection of a safer next profile. 
Conversely low DCS outcome resulted in selection of a riskier profile." [Survanshi et 
aI., 1998]. The divers were in wet suits in water temperatures from 45 to 67 of. 
The DC8416 trials [Nishi 1987] were conducted using fixed 16 % oxygen in helium 
mix at maximum depth. The decompression illness outcomes and dive profiles for 
the divers wearing drysuits and fully immersed in water (DC8416W), standby divers 
in dry suits (DC8416S) and dry participants (DC8416D) are recorded. 
The largest trial data base is the EDU185S data. This trial covered a range of dive 
depths and bottom times. All the dives use a constant partial pressure of 0.75 bar 
oxygen in helium in the breathing mix at maximum depth. 
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The data given in the bounce dive data set are summarised in Figure 3.2. The data 
density is plotted using smoothing kernels with standard deviation equal to the 
bandwidth indicated on each plot. 
The four density plots show that there is a good distribution of dives over the depths 
from 60 fsw to 355 fsw, while the length of the bottom times for most of the dives is 
less then an hour. 
The total time for decompression has a group relating to dives with no 
decompression stops and then a steadily decreasing numbers of dives with increasing 
total time for decompression. 
The partial pressure of oxygen breathed by the divers has two noticeable groups; one 
at 0.75 bar (EDU185S trial) and one around 1.3 bar. The rest of the partial pressure 
of oxygen values are spread across the range between 0.7 and 1.8 bar. 
To see if the four variables plotted in Figure 3.2 acted as discriminatory predictor 
factors for the outcome of decompression illness in a dive the maximum depth, 
bottom time, total time for decompression and partial pressure of oxygen in the 
breathing mix were plotted in Figure 3.3 for dives resulting in no symptoms of 
decompression illness. A similar plot is given in Figure 3.4 for dives that resulted in 
full or marginal cases of decompression illness. Visually comparing Figure 3.3 and 
3.4 shows there is no discernable difference in dive outcome over this range of 
predictor values. 
These figures also show the biasing of dive profiles present in the trial database to 
ensure minimal decompression illness outcomes; increasing maximum depth 
corresponding to decreasing bottom time, increasing total time for decompression 
and some increasing of partial pressure of oxygen. 
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3.4 Comparison of model predictions with trial data 
Trial data provide the number of cases of decompression illness for the dive profiles 
considered in the trial. Due to time and financial constraints most dive profiles are 
tested by a small number of dives. If decompression illness incidence seems high, 
then testing of the profile is generally halted biasing the collection of data on the 
profile. 
In terms of comparing model estimates of the risk of decompression illness with the 
trials data, the trial design poses the following problems: 
.. The trial results for a particular dive profile can only be compared against the 
model prediction if sufficient numbers of identical dives were completed. The 
smaller the number of dives the larger the confidence interval representing the 
likely number of observed cases of decompression illness during subsequent 
dives on this profile. 
• The variability of decompression illness between man dives on the same profile 
cannot be quantified due to the small numbers of dives using the same depth and 
gas profile. 
While the ability of a model to predict the probability of decompression illness 
cannot be tested for single profiles. The model can be looked at in terms of groups of 
dives. 
A common method for examining the fit of models with a binary outcome is to use 
classification tables. A user defined cut point, Pc, in the model probability of 
decompression illness could be used to decide whether the outcome is equivalent to 1 
or O. An example of a classification table for the diving data is shown in Table 3.3. 
The argument is commonly made that if the model predicts the data group 
membership by having high values of a and d relative to band c, then there IS 
evidence that the model fits the data. However the truth of this statement IS 
dependent on the variability of DCI outcome in the data. 
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Data 
DCI NoDCI 
Qj P(DCI);:::Pc a c 
"0 
0 
:E P(DCI)<Pc b d 
Table 3.3 Classification table for decompression illness outcome for a series of dives. 
Consider the data shown in Figure 3.5. Both graphs show the distribution of DCI 
outcome for an imaginary variable W with the same group mean values of W but 
different variances. While a cut point for W can be found for graph (a) which will 
lead to good classification results, the large variability in decompression illness as 
shown in graph (b) will always lead to seemingly poor classification of the data. The 
cut point classification procedure is also sensitive to the relative sizes of the two 
groups of data. 
(a) (b) 
We W We W 
---- Dives with no symptoms 
------ Dives with decompression illness 
Figure 3.5 Comparison of classification of data with small and larges variances. 
Reducing the continuous probability of decompression illness from the model to a 
binary outcome also over simplifies the description of the data. Consider two dive 
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profiles resulting in model estimates of probabilities of decompression illness of 
0.048 and 0.052. In terms of the model these dives have a similar risk of 
decompression illness. If these dives were classified using a cut point of 0.05, the 
first dive profile would be considered as symptom free and the second dive as 
resulting in decompression illness. 
Following from the above discussion, 2x2 classification tables will NOT be used to 
examine the fit of different models to the data. 
3.5 Conclusions 
The international data set provides a range of dives recorded in a common format. 
The bounce dives where the diver breathes oxygen in helium for part or whole of the 
dive have been selected for analyses in the following chapters. Dives with total dive 
durations which are remote from the values associated with the 240 minute duration 
of the 1.3 bar oxygen in helium rebreather dives have been put into a separate data 
set called 'outlier dives' . 
The information provided does not include all the variables that may affect the 
decompression illness of a dive, such as ambient temperature, clothing or exercise. 
Most of the data from dive trials are biased towards the safety of the diver and 
avoiding dives that result in decompression illness. 
Plots of the dive summary variables show there is no simple relationship between 
decompression illness outcome and the maximum depth, bottom time, total time for 
decompression, partial pressure of oxygen or the use of oxygen decompression in the 
bounce dive data set. 
Chapter 4 
Review of the US Probabilistic 
Linear Exponential Multi-gas Model 
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4. 1 Notation 
AT Tissue risk weight T PXo Tissue bubble factor 
Pamb Ambient pressure (fsw) P(DCI) 
Probability of 
decompression illness 
pf!. 
J 
Arterial partial pressure of carrierj r(t) Hazard Function at time t 
p!llSP Inspired partial pressure of carrier j rT (t) Tissue component of Hazard 
J Function 
pT Partial pressure of carrierj if R~ Rate of arterial partial J dissolved in tissue J I pressure change in carrier j 
-T Total partial pressure of carrierj in Proportional to bubble p. V T volume per unit tissue J tissue volume. 
volume for given tissue 
Offset for partial pressure of 
(J"IJ Solubility of carrierj in POSET oxygen used for metabolic 2 J blood processes 
T Tissue risk threshold factor (J"I: Solubility of carrierj in Pthr J tissue 
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4.2 Introduction 
The American decompression modelling team, who until recently were based at the 
Naval Medical Research Institute CNMRI) at Bethesda developed a probabilistic 
model for predicting the risk of decompression illness associated with a dive [NMRI, 
1995, 1996]. The last model developed by the NMRI team uses up to three of the 
following breathing gases: Oxygen, nitrogen and helium and will be called the 
probabilistic Linear Exponential Multi-gas model CLEM). Subject to the choice of 
model parameters all three gases can contribute to the risk of decompression illness. 
This chapter first describes the LEM model and some of the assumptions made in its 
development. A study into the sensitivity of the model to fluctuations in the partial 
pressure of oxygen characteristic of rebreathers is then described. The chapter 
concludes by assessing the decompression illness prediction results of the LEM 
model as produced by the PROB3 program. 
The LEM model was chosen to be the physiological - risk model for the optimisation 
work in Chapters 7 and 9 because it was the only model available to the author that 
was specifically calibrated for constant 1.3 bar oxygen in helium dives. However, 
due to the lack of published or confirmed details about parts of the development of 
the model, this may not be a precise replication of the US model. 
The model described in this section has been implemented in a C software program 
called PROB3 [Horn, 1999a]. All the LEM results given in this thesis were 
produced using the PROB3 program. 
4.3 LEM model overview 
The risk of decompression illness predicted by the LEM model is a function of: 
1. The dive time, depth and breathing gas profile. 
2. The physiological model provides a simplified model of pressure 
dependent gas exchange between the body tissues, venous and arterial 
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systems and lungs. Exponential gas exchange ldnetics are used when a gas 
phase is absent and a bubble model is used when a gas phase is present. 
3. The risk model that converts the carrier partial pressures in the body 
tissues into a probability of decompression illness. 
The link between the physiological and risk models is the total pressure of the 
carriers; oxygen, nitrogen and helium plus the metabolic gases in the tissues. 
4.4 Physiological model 
The physiological model described here is a simplified representation of human 
physiology and does not attempt to describe the details of the complete physiological 
system. Some of the assumptions made in the model development are discussed in 
the next section. 
The diver breathes from breathing apparatus where the gas supplied to the diver is 
free of water vapour. The sum of the partial pressures of the inspired gases, P jllSP , is 
equal to the ambient pressure, Pamb, at the mouth of the diver. The j in Pj 
represents one of the possible carrier gases; nitrogen, helium or oxygen that is not 
used metabolically and will go into solution in the blood or tissue. 
The inspired gases enter the airways and lungs of the diver where the inspired gas is 
mixed with water vapour and carbon dioxide. No account is taken of mixing with any 
oxygen or carrier already present in the airways. Gas exchange between the lungs 
and blood is continuous and the blood is fully equilibrated with the lung gases. The 
partial pressure of nitrogen or helium in the arteries, p:t, is proportional to the 
J 
appropriate inspired carrier partial pressures; 
(4-1) 
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where PH20 is the partial pressure of water vapour in the arteries or tissues and 
P;02 is the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the arteries. 
The partial pressure of arterial oxygen that will not be metabolised in the body, pA , 
°2 
is controlled by the model parameter POlET. If POlET is greater than the partial 
pressure of inspired oxygen, p~llSP, all the oxygen inspired is set aside for metabolic 
2 
processes. If POlET is less than the partial pressure of inspired oxygen, a proportion 
of the difference contributes to the total gas arterial pressure: 
{ 
( )( P - P - pA J pIlIsp _ POsEr amb H 20 CO2 pA ::: 02 2 P 
O2 amb 
o 
pI/lSp > POSEr 
0, 2 (4-2) 
The arterial blood transports the inspired gases to the tissues of the body. This model 
represents the body as three tissues of different properties. It is assumed that these 
three tissues are sufficient to model the processes that result in decompression 
illness. Each tissue is completely independent of the other two tissues, as shown in 
Figure 4.1. Depending on the pressure gradient of the partial pressures of the carrier 
in the arteries, pt, compared to the tissues, pJ ,carrier will transfer in to or out of 
the tissues. 
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Figure 4.1 Block diagram of physiological parallel tissue model 
The tissues can have a number of gases present within them, either dissolved in 
solution or in a gaseous form in a bubble; nitrogen, P~ 2 ' helium, Pke , oxygen that 
will not be used for metabolic processes, Pb
2 
' and metabolic gases, Pmetabolic . 
The partial pressure of the metabolic gases is assumed to be a constant value for the 
duration of the dive and is the same for each of the tissues. The early parameter sets 
used metabolic gas values of; 
PH2 0 =2.04 fsw 
T P CO
2 
= 2.30 fsw 
P J;met) = 2.00 fsw 
Pmetabolic = 6.34 fsw . 
Later parameter sets defined the partial pressure of the metabolic gases to be zero, 
arguing that the tissue parameters for oxygen, nitrogen and helium can compensate 
for the removal of these gases from the model. 
When the total pressure in tissue T is less than a small amount pia above ambient 
pressure, 
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T ~ Pamb +PXo (4-3) 
all the carrier in the tissue is in solution and the gas exchange for oxygen, nitrogen 
and helium occur independently of the other two gases. 
While the gases are in solution, the gas kinetics follow the established exponential 
formula developed by Thalmann [1985]; 
(4-4) 
where af dQ K·=--
J a'r: dt 
J 
and at is the solubility of gasj in the blood, aJ the solubility of gasj in the tissue 
and dQ is the blood flow per unit tissue volume. 
dt 
If the tissue partial pressure of carrier j is known at time ti, then the tissue partial 
pressure of gasj at ti+l is given by, 
where Ii is the time interval between points ti and ti+l and Rf is the rate of arterial 
partial pressure change with time of carrierj. 
To form a bubble in the tissue the partial pressure of the gases present in the tissue 
must be greater than ambient by a small factor, pia, to over come the effects of 
surface tension that will try to shrink and collapse a bubble. In other words for a 
bubble to form in tissue T, 
T > Pamb +Pxo (4-6) 
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The total pressure in the tissue can not physically increase more than a small amount 
over ambient, unless a bubble is formed into which excess gases will flow. To 
describe this scenario, we need to define two pressures, the physical partial pressure 
of a carrier in the tissue, pf, and the partial pressure of carrier j if all the gas was 
forced into solution, pJ. These two pressures are related via the expression, 
= 
p'f 
J 
T 
1+L 
(J'~ 
J 
(4-7) 
where V T is a scaled value of the bubble volume per unit tissue volume, which has 
the same units as solubility. While a bubble exists the following relationship must 
hold true. 
-T T T L P j + Pmetabolic = Pamb + Pxo (4-8) 
j 
The gas kinetics with bubbles present is given by, 
(4-9) 
The numerical solution for gas exchange equation (4-9) for the interval ti to ti+l is 
found by iteratively solving two equations. The first equation estimates the partial 
pressure of each carrier in the tissue, 
T( T( -p:ot KJ A()( -P:8t) KJ A{ 1 (-PTot )} Pj ti+d=Pj ti)e J + pI Pj ti 1-e J + pI R j ot+ pI e j -1 
where 
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(4-10) 
Once the partial pressure of carrier estimates are known a new bubble volume factor, 
VT, is calculated from equations (4-7) and (4-8). The iterations continue until the 
bubble volume factor has converged. Note, the exchange of carriers; oxygen, 
nitrogen and helium are no longer independent of each other, but are linked via the 
bubble volume. 
4.5 Physiological assumptions 
1. The body and physiological processes can be modelled as three parallel and 
independent tissues. 
The body is a complex system of materials and processes. To try to model 
this in detail is beyond our current knowledge and computing capabilities. A 
better approach is to start with a simplistic and useable model and add on 
components as required to fit the model to the trials data. The basic parallel 
tissue model is trusted in the diving community and forms a proven 
foundation for more complicated model components. 
2. The carrier concentration through out the tissue is constant, or in other words 
there is no carrier concentration gradient across the tissue volume. 
Examination of most tissues reveals a large number of capillaries per unit 
volume, where intercapillary distance is normally measured in fractions of a 
millimeter [Curtis & Barnes, 1989]. Accepting normal diffusion coefficients 
for small gas molecules such as nitrogen and helium it would be impossible 
to sustain large concentration gradients in well perfused tissues. In tissues 
which are poorly perfused the saturation and desaturation across the tissue 
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would be slower. However the concentration gradients across tissues are 
more likely to be influenced by the control of blood in the capillaries in 
response to temperature, exercise and carbon dioxide levels. 
3. The partial pressure of carrier in the arterial system arriving at the tissue is in 
equilibrium with the partial pressure of carrier in the lungs. 
Theory suggests that changes to ambient breathing gas pressure will be 
instantly transmitted to the alveoli in the lung. It takes approximately 0.01 
seconds for dissolved molecules to reach the pulmonary capillaries from the 
alveoli and a second for the blood to pass the length of the pulmonary 
capillary. At these time scales the error introduced by this assumption is 
small. 
Hyperbaric experiments on rabbits exposed to sudden changes in inspired 
carrier [Tikuisis et aI., 1985] found that arterial blood was not instantaneously 
changed in line with the inspired gas. For a sudden change from breathing 
10% oxygen in nitrogen to 10% oxygen in helium at ambient pressure of 5 
bar, a period of 17 minutes was required to reach 99% Helium saturation. The 
time taken to reach 99% saturation with nitrogen after a change from 
breathing a helium mix to a nitrogen mix took 55 minutes. This research 
suggests the need for a carrier exchange mechanism between the arteries and 
the lungs in a similar manner as between the arteries and tissues. 
4. The partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the arterial system is constant 
throughout the dive. 
The partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the arterial system will be fairly 
constant if the diver is breathing normally and there is no damage or 
obstructions in the lungs. The lungs are very efficient at removing carbon 
dioxide from the blood. 
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Divers sometimes hypoventilate to conserve their breathing gas. 
Hypoventilation causes carbon dioxide to build up in the tidal volume of the 
lungs which hinders the removal of carbon dioxide from the blood. This may 
lead to increased levels of arterial carbon dioxide and a decrease in the carrier 
transferred from the lungs to the blood from the inspired gas. 
5. The partial pressure of carrier in the venous system is the same as the partial 
pressure of carrier in the tissues. 
Where the capillary enters the tissue, the partial pressure of carrier in the 
blood will be equal to that in the artery. This provides the carrier 
concentration gradient used in the LEM model for carrier exchange. This 
assumption means that the blood leaving the tissue capillaries is fully 
equilibrated with the tissue, removing the venous system from the model. 
However, no effort is made to model the change in blood carrier 
concentrations as the blood flows through the tissue capillaries. The LEM 
carrier exchange looks at the greatest rates of carrier uptake and elimination 
possible by comparing arterial with tissue carrier concentrations, as in the 
case of a very short capillary. 
4.6 Risk model 
The probability of decompression illness for a dive can be calculated from the 
expression, 
p(De!) = 1- e -J rdt (4-11) 
where e - J rdt is the survival function and ret) is the hazard function [Kleinbaum 
1996]. The hazard function is defined as the instantaneous potential per unit time for 
decompression illness to occur given that the diver is free of decompression 
symptoms up to time t. 
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The hazard function is dependent on the total tissue pressure of carrier if it was 
forced into solution, pJ, a tissue dependent threshold parameter Pt7zr, a tissue 
dependent gain, AT and the maximum depth of the dive: 
r{t)=max_depthPWR IAT rT (t) 
tisslle T 
where 
L P~ (t)+ PX;etabolic - Pamb ~)- pJr 
gas} 
o 
(4-12) 
LPJ (t)+ Pl~etabolic > Pamb (t)+ Pt7zr 
gas} 
otherwise. 
In the model development the PWR parameter was included to incorporate the 
perception that deeper dives are associated with higher risks of decompression 
illness. In the parameter sets seen by the author [NMRI, 1995, 1996] the 
max_depthPWR value is one, removing the maximum depth scaling factor. The value 
of one has been used for these results in this thesis. 
The probability of decompression illness is a function of the integral of the hazard 
function over the whole process of decompression including the surface time 
following the dive. This means that a dive involving low instantaneous hazard, r(f), 
for a long time period may have a similar probability of decompression illness as a 
dive with very high instantaneous hazard for a short period of time. If the symptoms 
of decompression illness are related to bubble volume, then short duration - high 
instantaneous hazard may be more significant than long duration - low hazard. 
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4.7 LEM Parameter Set 
The LEM model uses three tissues. Each tissue is defined by seven parameters: 
• Gas exchange half-time between tissue and blood circulation for nitrogen, 
gas exchange half-time between tissue and blood circulation for helium, 
gas exchange half-time between tissue and blood circulation for oxygen, 
., partial pressure threshold for non zero risk, pTHR, 
• risk weighting factor, AT, 
tissue carrier pressure above ambient over which a bubble exists, Pxo, and 
a factor to control the amount of oxygen in the tissue that can act as a carrier 
instead of being used metabolically, POlET. 
The US calibration of parameters for the LEM model was conducted using the 
Levenberg-Marquardt least squares method [Marquardt, 1963; Bailey & Homer, 
1977] to maximise the log likelihood of the model outcome given the trials data. This 
iterative method was highly sensitive to the choice of starting parameter values, 
suggesting there are many local solutions to the parameter estimation problem. 
The parameter set used for this thesis was produced following the US Human 
decompression trial [Survanshi et a!., 1998] with 1.3 ATA oxygen in helium 
conducted in 1995-6 (Data set NMR9404) . So these dives would have been included 
in the data set used for parameter calibration. It is possible that a number of trials 
where the divers only breathed oxygen in nitrogen gas mixes would have also been 
included in the calibration data set. 
For commercial reasons the parameter values cannot be given in this thesis, instead a 
general description is given below. The twenty one parameters describe a three tissue 
model. 
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The first tissue has the biggest weighting to the risk of DCI, with all three gases 
having short half-times for gas exchange. Partial pressures of oxygen may contribute 
to the risk of DCI. The bubble model is initiated close to supersaturation, however a 
larger threshold pressure above ambient must be reached before contributing to the 
hazard function than the other two tissues. 
Oxygen does not contribute to the total carrier partial pressure for tissues two and 
three. Tissue two with very short tissue carrier half-times uses the bubble model for 
supersaturation, however tissue three with the longest tissue carrier half-times is 
constrained to have both exponential uptake and elimination of nitrogen and helium. 
4.8 Sensitivity of LEM model to the format of partial pressure of 
oxygen input 
In an ideal world the gas control system of rebreather apparatus would ensure that 
the partial pressure of oxygen breathed by a diver would remain exactly at the 
required value. In the real world this is not yet possible and a cyclic update occurs as 
shown in Figure 4.2. This leads to two characteristics of rebreather dives: 
The oxygen level is breathed down to a certain point, then extra oxygen is 
added to the breathing loop until the oxygen level reaches a prescribed level 
C+ ), and so the cycle continues. 
An overshoot in partial pressure of oxygen may occur during the descent of the 
diver Cl'). 
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Figure 4.2 The partial pressure of oxygen breathed by a CDBA diver and time depth 
profile during a 1.3 bar oxygen in helium dive to 80 msw in 1997 [Gay et al., 
1997}. Triangle indicates P02 overshoot due to ascent, diamond indicates the 
start of the 24 msw stop and the circle the start of the 6msw stop. 
While each dive equipment and diver may provide different profiles, the general 
features of rebreather oxygen partial pressure profiles are similar. As discussed in 
chapter two the description of the partial pressures of gases may be simplified to 
avoid overly large data sets. Individual trial reports should be consulted to see how 
the database partial pressure of oxygen was defined if rebreathers were used. There 
does not seem to be a consensus on how the partial pressure of oxygen is defined. 
This section compares the PROB3 results using a simplified example of the partial 
pressure of oxygen breathed by the diver with the constant partial pressures of 
oxygen used in the trial database. To examine the sensitivity of the model to 
fluctuations in the partial pressure of oxygen, two sets of simulations were 
completed. 
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(a) Partial pressure of oxygen overshoot on descent: 
During the descent there is an overshoot in the partial pressure of oxygen, which lasts 
for a number of minutes, as seen in Figure 4.2. The overshoot in pressure arises from 
the control system introducing too much diluent into the breathing loop during the 
rapid increase in ambient pressure on descent. The PROB3 program was run for dive 
profiles with and without the oxygen spike. The probability of decompression illness 
for a dive including an oxygen spike was less than for the dive with no oxygen spike. 
Therefore, designing decompression tables with dive profiles containing no oxygen 
spikes should be a safe approach. If future parameter sets incorporate greater oxygen 
effects through their values of POlET and oxygen half-time, the effect of this 
overshoot should be readdressed, especially for short but deep dives. 
(b) Cyclic oxygen partial pressure: 
A cyclic component to the oxygen and helium partial pressure was created by 
imposing saw-tooth noise over the constant pressure value. The saw-tooth noise 
profile was continually applied to the inspired partial pressure of oxygen and helium 
while the ambient pressure was greater than sea level. Once the diver removed the set 
and breathed air the partial pressure of oxygen becomes constant again. For the 
duration of the dive ambient pressure is maintained in the breathing loop by allowing 
the inert gas, in this case helium, to compensate for the oxygen as shown in Figure 
4.3. 
oxygen 
helium 
Figure 4.3 Noise profile 
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The amplitude and period of the saw-tooth profile was chosen to relate to two 
positions in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.4 shows the two cases considered; Case A ( Figure 
4.2 .. ) based on data at the 6 msw decompression stop and Case B ( Figure 4.2 +) 
based on data at the 24 msw to 15 msw stops. 
i Case A B 
Amplitude (bar) 0.1 0.21 
Amplitude 
Period (minutes) 4.0 7.0 
Period 
Figure 4.4 Sample noise profiles, Case A, Band C. 
Two different dive profiles from Interim MCMlEOD LSE Table B [Anthony & 
Hom, 1997] were considered: A deep dive with a long in water decompression time 
(81msw/20 minutes) and a shallower dive for the same bottom time but only 
requiring 6 minutes of in water decompression (36msw/20 minutes). The constant 
partial pressure of oxygen was set to either 0.4 bar, 0.7 bar or 1.3 bar. 
Table 4.1 shows the probability of decompression illness, PCDCI), for the dives 
described above using a constant partial pressure of oxygen and the difference in 
P(DCI) for each of saw-tooth cases A and B compared to the constant partial 
pressure of oxygen value. 
Columns 4 and 5 of Table 4.1 show the difference between the P(DCI) of a dive with 
the saw tooth gas profile and with a constant oxygen partial pressure profile. In all 
cases the constant partial pressure of oxygen profile under-predicts the probability of 
decompression illness caused by the rebreather. 
Both the 1.3 bar partial pressure of oxygen dives show a very close agreement 
between the constant and sawtooth gas profiles. While the difference in risk for an 
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oxygen set point of 0.7 bar is still below one case of decompression illness in a 
thousand, the difference in risk increases when further reducing the oxygen set point 
to 0.4 bar. 
Profile P02 of P(DCII P(DCI I saw tooth P02) -
breathing constant 
mix P02) P(DCI I constant P02) 
Case A Case B 
8T: 20 min 0.4 bar 0.099478 0.012115 0.031345 
MD: 81 msw 0.7 bar 0.059857 0.000387 0.000975 
TTFD: 199 min 1.3 bar 0.016430 0.000001 0.000021 
8T: 20 min 0.4 bar 0.061142 0.000570 0.001103 
MD: 36 msw 0.7 bar 0.039488 0.000426 0.000778 
TTFD: 6 min 1.3 bar 0.010839 0.000106 0.000003 
Table 4.1 Comparison of decompression illness risk for constant and non constant 
partial pressure of oxygen. 
In summary when using the LEM model; 
• The difference between the P(DCI) for constant and saw tooth gas profiles is very 
small and decreases with increasing median partial pressure of oxygen. 
• For a median partial pressure of oxygen of 1.3 bar the effect of ignoring 
rebreather fluctuations in the partial pressure of oxygen is negligible. 
• For a median partial pressure of oxygen of less than 0.7 bar the effect of ignoring 
the rebreather fluctuations in partial pressure of oxygen causes the LEM model to 
under predict the risk of decompression illness in a more significant way. For low 
median partial pressures of oxygen sensitivity analyses should be conducted 
when using the LEM model for rebreather dives. Including the partial pressure of 
oxygen over shoot on descent in the dive profile lowers the risk of DCI. 
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4.9 PROB3 analysis of oxygen in helium dives 
The PROB3 program was used to predict the probability of decompression illness for 
the oxygen in helium dives described in Chapter 3. The US team calibrated the 
model parameters using some or all of the dives recorded in the database. Therefore, 
there will be some overlap in the data used to train the model and now being used to 
test it. 
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 shows the prediction capability of PROB3 program to describe the 
risk of decompression illness associated with a given dive trial from the bounce and 
outlier dive data. This is a test of the model under different dive types and 
environmental conditions. The number of dives in each of the trials ranged from 27 
to 1562. 
Column 3 shows the number of decompression illness cases observed in the data set 
and column 5 gives the number of decompression illness cases predicted by the 
PROB3 model. This expected frequency is the sum of the probability of 
decompression illness of all dives in the data set. 
The trial size and number of decompression illness cases for each trial was used to 
calculate a 95% confidence interval for the number of decompression illness cases in 
a trial of the same size [Horn, 1999b]. Column 4 gives the estimate of the 95% 
confidence interval. The marginal cases of decompression illness were given a value 
of 0.1 for the purpose of calculating the confidence interval. This is an estimate of 
the confidence interval because the assumption is made that the variability in 
decompression illness risk is the same for all the dive profiles in the dataset. A 
measure of the variability in decompression risk for different dive profiles is not 
known. The table cells shaded grey indicate that the frequency of decompression 
illness predicted by PROB3 is outside the 95% confidence interval for the trial data. 
To remove the data set size factor from the comparisons the last column in Table 4.2 
and 4.3 gives the difference between the trial and PROB3 outcomes normalised by 
the number of dives in the trial. For this calculation a marginal case of 
decompression illness was given a value of 0.1. The same value as used by the US in 
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the estimation of parameter sets from the trials data [Parker et aI., 1992]. The data 
sets have been ordered by the difference in expected and observed frequencies of 
decompression illness as given in the last column of the tables. 
Table 4.3 shows the outcome of decompression illness for all the outlier data dives 
grouped by trial is well predicted by the PROB3 program. The PROB3 program also 
predicts within the 95% confidence interval for most of the bounce dive trials as 
shown in Table 4.2. 
The NMR9404 trial consisting of 1.3 bar oxygen in helium dives is predicted well by 
the PROB3 program, which is to be expected as the model parameters were 
generated after this trial. The predicted frequency of decompression illness is below 
the trial outcome but well within the 95% confidence intervals for the trial. 
(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Dataset Man Observed Trial 95% PROB3 (Expected -
dives cases of full confidence Expected Observed) I 
DCI (marginal interval cases of Man dives 
DCI) DCI 
.·DC8416W',;; 
... .--. ". 
··'bC$41'gO'·" 
DC8416S 
DRATMXA 
·E:[)GJ85$ 
EDUHE70 152 13 (2) 7.0-21.6 12.8 -0.003 
NMR9404 461 25 (22) 18.0 - 38.8 22.5 -0.012 
NMR94040 32 (0) 0-5.2 0.6 -0.013 
DRATMXW 131 8 (0) 2.6 -15.3 5.8 -0.017 
Table 4.2 Observed and PROB3 predicted decompression illness outcomes for dives in 
the bounce dive data set. 
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Dataset 
DCHELONG 
DRATMXA 
NMR86H6 
DRATMXW 
NSMTMX 
EDUHE70 
Table 4.3 
Man Observed Trial 95% PROB3 (Expected -
dives cases of confidence Expected Observed) I 
full DCI 'interval cases of Man dives 
(marginal DCI 
DCI) 
27 0 (0) 0-3.4 1.5 +0.055 
27 0 (0) 0-3.4 1.3 +0.048 
60 1 (0) 0-5.4 3.8 +0.047 
58 2 (10) 0.6 - 8.3 3.2 +0.003 
69 4 (0) 1.1 - 9.8 3.4 -0.009 
110 18 (1 ) 11.0-27.1 16.2 -0.017 
Observed and PROB3 predicted decompression illness outcomes for dives in 
the outlier dive data set. 
In contrast the PROB3 program strongly over predicts the outcome of decompression 
illness for some of the dives in the DC8416W, DC8416D and EDU185S trials. The 
DC8416W and DC8416D dives that are over predicted are mainly deep dives to 
depths of more than 200 fsw and for bottom times in the range 30 to 55 minutes. In 
contrast, the well fitted NMR9404 trial dives to 200 - 300 fsw had bottom times of 
20-25 minutes. The DC8416W and D dives with longer bottom times would absorb 
more carrier into the slow tissues of the model and correspondingly have more 
carrier to remove from the tissues on ascent. 
It is noticeable the outlier data is well predicted by the PROB3 program, suggesting 
that at least some of this data was used to calibrate the model. This is a possible 
reason for the deeper, longer dives in the bounce dive data set producing too great a 
risk of decompression illness. 
The EDUHE70 dives in the outlier data set have maximum depths greater than 200 
fsw and for bottom times in the range 20 to 90 minutes. The percentage of dives 
resulting in decompression illness is 16.45%. Table 4.3 showed that PROB3 
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predicted the outcome of these dives closely. If these EDUHE70 dives were used in 
the calibration dataset, the risk could be biased to higher values for longer, deeper 
dives. 
Next, the ability of PROB3 to predict decompression illness risk independently from 
trial design and size was investigated. The bounce dive data was split into 10 
quantiles based on the PROB3 risk of decompression illness for each of the man 
dives. Table 4.5 shows the observed and predicted decompression illness outcomes 
for each of the 10 quantiles of data. There are three noticeable features to the results: 
1. The number of decompression illness cases estimated by PROB3 is more than 
or close to the observed trial data. The exception being group four with 16.4 
observed cases of decompression illness compared to the 11.7 cases predicted 
by the PROB3 program. The difference is due to dives from the EDU185S 
trial. Investigation of the dive profiles has shown no obvious dive profile type 
leading to this grouping. The intervals of probability values over groups 3 to 7 
is small and the 11.7 predicted cases is well within the range of values given by 
the 95% confidence interval. Therefore, this grouping is likely to be a result of 
the variability in the decompression illness outcome. 
2. Between groups 2 and 8, relating to a probability of between 0.018 and 0.068 
there seems to be a slight increase in the dive outcomes. There is a greater 
increase in the PROB3 outcomes, but they remain within the range given by 
the 95% confidence interval. 
3. Groups 9 and 10 contain the highest risk profiles as defined by the PROB3 
program, with associated probability of decompression illness of between 
0.068 and 0.44. PROB3, while following the trend of increasing risk as shown 
by the trial data, over predicts the risk of the decompression illness. Again this 
discrepancy relates to the DC8416D data where 10.2 decompression illness 
cases occurred in the data compared to 30.3 predicted by the PROB3 program 
in quantile 10. Also, DC8416W data provides 3 cases of decompression illness 
compared to the 11.2 cases predicted by PROB3 in quantile 10. 
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For most military decompression table design, the acceptable probability of 
decompression illness will be in the range of 0.005 and 0.05 that corresponds to the 
first five groups in Table 4.5. The LEM prediction capability for this risk interval is 
good. 
Table 4.4 shows the incidence of decompression illness for dives involving breathing 
near to 100% oxygen during decompression (oxygen decompression) and those that 
do not use oxygen decompression. The simpler two-carrier gas, LE model described 
in Chapter 2, was found to underestimate the risk of decompression illness when near 
to 100% oxygen was breathed on ascent [Survanshi et aI., 1994]. A chi-squared test 
of Table 4.5 was conducted with the null hypothesis; the number of decompression 
illness cases allocated to each type of decompression is independent of the actual or 
predicted results. The resulting chi-square value of 1.147 supports the null 
hypothesis and indicates the LEM model with current parameters has similar 
prediction capability for dives using oxygen decompression or not. This may be due 
to the introduction of oxygen as a carrier in one of the tissues. 
Number Number of Number of PROB3 
of dives observed cases of predicted cases of 
decompression decompression 
illness illness 
Oxygen decompression 1134 50.3 81 
No oxygen 1970 82.5 103.57 decompression 
Table 4.4 Comparison of the number of PROB3 predicted and trial observed cases of 
decompression illness for dives using oxygen decompression and those not 
using oxygen decompression. 
0.0002 0.0178 0.0278 0.0345 0.0396 0.0484 
I 
0.0549 
I 
0.0614 
I 
0.0683 
I 
0.12 
P(DCI)PRoB3 interval to to to to to to to to to to 
0.0178 0.0278 0.0345 0.0396 0.0484 0.0549 0.0614 0.0683 0.12 0.44 
P(DCI)PRoB3 0.0107 0.0228 0.0319 0.0373 0.0430 0.0524 0.0582 0.0645 0.0908 0.183 group mean 
Number of dives 313 312 306 314 308 317 309 304 310 311 
PROB3 estimated 3.4 7.1 9.8 11.7 13.3 16.6 18.0 19.6 28.1 57.2 
cases of DCI 
Observed cases of 
DCI 2 (0) 8 (3) 6 (4) 16 (4) 8 (3) I 11 (0) I 11 (1) 13 (2) I 21 (7) I 34 (4) 
full (marginal) 
0.2 3.5 2.2 9.2 3.5 5.5 5.5 7.0 14.0 23.9 Trial 95% to to to to to to to to to to 
confidence interval 7.2 15.6 12.9 25.6 15.6 19.4 19.4 21.9 32.7 46.5 
Table 4.5 Comparison of observed and PROB3 predicted decompression illness frequency for oxygen in helium dives grouped by the PROB3 
predicted probability of decompression illness. 
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4.10 Conclusions 
This section has reviewed the LEM model as implemented in the PROB3 program. 
When using the PROB3 program the following should be noted: 
4& For the parameter set used in this chapter, the simplification of rebreather gas 
mix profiles to a constant partial pressure of oxygen rather than a cyclic partial 
pressure produces a negligible difference in probability of decompression illness 
when the partial pressure of oxygen is at 1.3 bar. 
III If future parameter sets incorporate greater oxygen effects through their values of 
PO/ET and oxygen half-time, the effect of the overshoot in partial pressure of 
oxygen on descent should be investigated, especially for short but deep dives. 
Comparing the frequency of decompression illness predicted by the PROB3 program 
with the current parameter set and the trials data has shown: 
• For most dives in the database listed in Cl;1apter 3, the PROB3 program provides 
a reasonable risk of decompression illness for a dive. This is true for the 1.3 bar 
oxygen in helium dive data (NMR9404). 
III For dives to depths deeper than 200 fsw for longer bottom times such as 30 
minutes or more, PROB3 markedly over predicts the risk of decompression 
illness. 
• The over prediction of the risk for these deep, longer dives could be due to the 
inclusion of high risk dives from the EDUHE70 trial in the calibration data set 
which have deep dives with bottom times in the range of 20-90 minutes. 
.. When the data set is split into dives involving oxygen decompression and not 
using oxygen decompression, PROB3 over predicts the risk of decompression 
illness for both groups of dives. The inclusion of oxygen as a carrier in one tissue 
prevents the under-predicting of risk present in earlier models. 
Possible future improvements to LEM include: 
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III Reformulating the risk model to reflect the correlation between bubble dynamics 
and different types of decompression illness symptoms. This could include taking 
into account the maximum hazard function value as well as the integrated hazard 
over the whole time the diver is decompressing. 
III Modelling of gas exchange between the lungs and arteries to incorporate a 
gradual change in arterial carrier quantities after a breathing gas change. 
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THIS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
Chapter 5 
Are current decompression methods 
iso-probabilistic? 
5.1 Introduction 
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A decompression model has been developed for the U.S. Navy which provides a 
numerical value of the risk of decompression for a dive. This Linear-Exponential 
Multi-gas CLEM) model was described and evaluated in Chapter 4. 
In this chapter, a program called PROB3 [Hom, 1999a], which implements the LEM 
model is used to estimate the variability in the risk of decompression illness 
associated with published constant partial pressure of oxygen in helium 
decompression schedules. PROB3 is also used to examine the decompression 
benefits of breathing a gas mix with a higher partial pressure of oxygen. 
The mechanisms that cause decompression illness are not completely understood and 
no current models can accurately predict the outcome of decompression illness for a 
single dive. However, the LEM model is useful for making relative estimates of the 
risk of decompression illness. 
5.2 Comparison of risk associated with published decompression 
tables 
One of the published decompression tables for oxygen in helium rebreathers is the 
US Navy 0.7 ata oxygen in helium tables [US Navy, 1996b]. The table was generated 
by the EL model with m-value safe ascent criteria [Thalmann, 1985]. The 
physiological model parameters and safe ascent parameters were chosen and tested 
using manned diving trials where the diver breathed a partial pressure of oxygen kept 
in the range 0.6 to 0.8 ata . 
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A subset of 50 dive schedules was taken from the US 0.7 ata oxygen in helium 
tables. This subset of dives spanned dives with a maximum depth of 70 to 310 fsw 
(~21 to 95 msw) and decompression requirements from direct ascents to five hours 
of in water decompression. 
The PROB3 program was used to estimate the risk of decompression illness of 50 
schedules with the diver breathing a constant partial pressure of oxygen of 0.7 bar in 
helium gas mix for the dive and breathing air on surfacing. The actual decompression 
illness rate for these dives was not available to the author. The unit of 1 bar is 
approximately equal to 1 ata. 
Figure 5.1 shows the estimated probability of decompression illness, p(DeI), for 
each dive as described by the maximum depth and the total time for decompression, 
TTFD. Recall the total for decompression is the time from the diver leaving 
maximum depth to reaching the surface. 
Figure 5.1 shows there is a wide range of risk levels ranging from almost zero to 
seven percent probability of decompression illness across the range of maximum 
depths and total time for decompression. All the dives involving ascents greater than 
two hours have a higher risk of decompression illness associated with them. 
The shallower short decompression or no stop dives have a longer bottom time than 
the deeper short decompression dives. For example, the shortest bottom time listed 
for a depth of 50 fsw is 205 minutes, compared to the 5 minute bottom times listed 
for maximum depths of 210 fsw and deeper. This explains the step in the risk of 
decompression illness for the short decompression dives. 
Figure 5.1 The probability of decompression illness as calculated by PROB3 for fifty 
dive schedules in the US Navy 0.7 ata oxygen in helium tables. 
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Another decompression method that is used for dives using oxygen in helium mixes 
is Btihlmann's ZH-L16A Model [Btihlmann, 1995]. To the authors knowledge the 
data used to develop this model was not from dives using a constant partial pressure 
of oxygen. At least half the dives used to develop the safe ascent criteria were based 
on deep saturation dives to between 260 and 1640 fsw. The tissue half times for 
helium are derived from those used for nitrogen and the difference in solubility of the 
two gases in the body tissues. 
One implementation of the ZH-L16A Model is in the Proplanner Software [Bushell 
& QUIT, 1997]. Dives with the shortest and longest bottom times for each of the 
depths considered in Figure 5.1 were processed by Proplanner to give decompression 
schedules for a diver breathing a constant partial pressure of 0.7 bar oxygen in 
helium. The probability of decompression illness for each of these decompression 
schedules was then calculated using PROB3. 
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Figure 5.2 compares the total time for decompression given by the US 0.7 ata oxygen 
in helium tables and the Proplanner software with the estimated risk of 
decompression illness as given by PROB3. The data for the shortest bottom time 
dives for each maximum depth as given by the US 0.7 ata oxygen in helium tables 
are plotted. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of the total time for decompression (ITFD) and the probability 
of decompression illness as calculated by PROB3 (P(DCI)PROB3) for no-stop 
or short decompression dives to between 50 fsw to 310 fsw taken from the 
US 0.7 ata oxygen in helium tables and Proplanner software. 
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Proplanner generated schedules all have longer decompression stops than the US 0.7 
ata oxygen in helium tables. Proplanner's significantly greater decompression times 
for shallower dives results in a useful decrease in the PROB3 risk of decompression 
illness. 
The deeper dives to 200 fsw or more with bottom times close to 5 minutes do not 
follow this trend. The increased decompression stops generated by Proplanner result 
in the same or higher risk of decompression illness. This can be explained by 
considering the uptake and elimination of carrier in the body tissues. A short dive to 
a deep depth will mainly load the tissues with short gas exchange halftimes. These 
same tissues will eliminate the carrier quickly on ascent. If decompression stops are 
introduced to the ascent it is possible for the longer halftime tissues to initially be 
absorbing carrier on the ascent while the shorter halftime tissues are eliminating 
carrier. The carrier in the longer halftime tissues causes the higher risk of 
decompression illness even though more time is spent decompressing in the water. 
In Figure 5.2 a diver using the Proplanner software to dive to 310 fsw would spend 
two hours more ascending in the water than a diver using the US 0.7 ata oxygen in 
helium tables for no reduction in risk of decompression illness. The Proplanner data 
shown in Figure 5.2 is an example of a decompression model being used for dives 
that are beyond the scope of the data originally used to generate the model. 
A comparison of the total time for decompression for the longest bottom times listed 
as non-severe dives in the US 0.7 ata oxygen in helium tables was performed. For all 
of the dives considered the Proplanner schedules required five or more hours of 
decompression than the US tables for a reduction in risk of decompression illness 
from about six percent to one percent. However, the length of decompression time 
required by the Proplanner schedules means that they are unlikely to be used for 
rebreather diving. 
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5.3 Decompression advantages of higher partial pressures of oxygen 
in helium. 
The US Navy 0.7 ata oxygen in helium decompression tables discussed in the 
previous section were designed and tested for rebreather apparatus with an oxygen 
set point of 0.7 ata. The purpose of this research is to develop tables suitable for a 
rebreather with an oxygen set point of 1.3 bar. Figure 5.3 shows the probability of 
decompression illness for the fifty US Navy 0.7 ata oxygen in helium table dives 
discussed in the previous section. The probability of decompression illness is given 
for dives breathing 0.7 bar and 1.3 bar oxygen in helium gas mixes. 
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Figure 5.3 Reduction in the PROB3 estimated risk of decompression illness for 50 dive 
schedules when Rebreather apparatus are set to 1.3 bar instead of 0.7 bar 
partial pressure of oxygen in helium. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the possible reduction in the risk of decompression illness 
gained by breathing the higher partial pressure of oxygen. This reduction in risk 
spans across the range of depths and time for decompression covered by the fifty 
dives. All dives have a probability of decompression illness below 2.5% associated 
with them. Diving with apparatus using an oxygen set point of 1.3 bar as opposed to 
0.7 bar has increased the safety of the dive. 
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An increase in the partial pressure of oxygen also means a longer bottom time can be 
taken for the same decompression time compared to dives using a smaller partial 
pressure of oxygen gas mix. For example, consider a set of bounce no-stop dives to 
70 fsw (approximately 21 msw). A no-stop dive is one in which the diver ascends 
straight from the maximum depth to the sUliace. PROB3 was used to calculate the 
probability of decompression illness for no-stop dives to 70 fsw for a range of 
bottom times with the rebreather oxygen set point at 0.7 bar or 1.3 bar. The results 
are shown in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1. The results in Table 5.1 were interpolated 
from the graph and verified using the PROB3 program. 
Table 5.1 
P(DCI}PROB3 (%) Bottom Time ( minutes) 
P02 = 0.7 bar P02 = 1.3 bar 
1 26 56 
2 34 84 
3 44 116 
4 56 150 
The difference in bottom times with a given risk of decompression illness for 
a no-decompression dive to 70 fsw breathing 0.7 bar or 1.3 bar partial 
pressure of oxygen in helium. 
The results in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1 clearly show advantage in reducing the 
decompression requirements by breathing a higher partial pressure of oxygen. At a 
one percent risk of decompression illness the 1.3 bar partial pressure of oxygen 
rebreather allows an increase in bottom time at a depth of 70 fsw by half an hour. 
This extension to the possible bottom time increases to one and a half hours at the 
higher risk level of four percent risk of decompression illness. 
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Figure 5.4 Relationship between probability of decompression illness as calculated by 
PROB3 and bottom time for no decompression stop dives to 70 fsw breathing 
0.7 bar and 1.3 bar partial pressure of oxygen in helium. 
A similar trend is observed for dives using decompression stops. The rebreather with 
an oxygen set point of 1.3 bar partial pressure of oxygen offers significant 
decompression time advantages over the 0.7 bar set point rebreather equipment as 
confirmed by a US Navy trial in 1998 [ Survanshi et al., 1998]. 
Constraining the 1.3 bar equipment to be operated using the US 0.7 ata oxygen in 
helium tables is over conservative and subjecting divers to the increased dangers 
associated with the diver being in the water longer than needed during 
decompression. 
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5.4 Iso-probability decompression tables 
Ideally, all the dive schedules in a decompression table should have an equal risk of 
decompression illness. Such a decompression table would be an iso-probability table. 
PROB3 analysis of published tables and decompression programs suggests that 
currently used decompression schedules are not optimised for the risk of 
decompression illness and there is no information given to the user about the relative 
risks of different dive schedules in a table. 
5.5 What is an acceptable risk of decompression illness? 
Iso-probability tables provide a series of dive schedules of equal risk. From a users 
perspective this gives the proportion of dives they expect to result in decompression 
illness. In comparison, current tables are classed as 'safe', even though it is known 
and accepted that some cases of decompression illness will occur. 
Quantifying the risk leads to ethical questions of what is an acceptable incidence of 
decompression illness? The choice of level of risk can result in the tables not being 
used: 
If the risk is perceived to be too high, nobody will be willing to use such a 
decompression table because of the fear of the diver getting decompression 
illness. 
Set the risk at too Iowa level and divers will be spending more time in the 
water decompressing than required by decompression tables they know from 
experience to be 'safe'. 
Sports dives are typically done III good conditions and for dive profiles where 
decompression stops are a few minutes. Dives often take place two or more hours 
from a compression chamber and appropriately trained medical staff. In this scenario, 
a slightly longer decompression in return for a lower risk of decompression illness 
could be acceptable. 
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Military divers who are diving with the back up of an on board compression chamber 
and associated medical staff, may be willing to use tables generated at a higher risk 
of decompression illness. The higher risk of decompression illness may be offset by 
lowering the risk to the diver of being in a hostile environment during decompression 
such as; strong currents, cold temperatures or explosions. The on board compression 
facilities would be able to provide prompt treatment of any problems that arise. 
5.6 Conclusions 
PROB3 estimates of decompression illness risk for two published decompression 
methods provide an example of the possible range of risk of decompression illness 
across different tables and across schedules within a table. An iso-probability table 
would be a safer option though the risk of decompression illness level must be 
decided. 
A US Navy dive trial [ Survanshi et aI., 1998] and PROB3 analyses of dives 
breathing different constant partial pressures of oxygen have illustrated the 
decompression advantage that can be gained by breathing a higher partial pressure of 
oxygen. To use 0.7 bar oxygen in helium tables for 1.3 bar oxygen in helium 
breathing apparatus is overly conservative. 
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Chapter 6 
Application of sequential quadratic programming to 
decompression optimisation 
6.1 Notation 
BT Bottom Time n Number of design parameters 
MDT Maximum Dive Time R Estimate of risk of decompression illness (%) 
TTFD Total Time For Decompression Raee 
Acceptable risk of decompression 
illness (%) 
f Objective function s Search direction vector for design parameters (Sl,S2, ... , s,,) 
gj Inequality constraint function x Design parameter vector (Xl,X2, ••• , x,,) 
hk Equality constraint function a Scaling factor for design parameter update 
H Approximation of the Hessian ; Allowable risk error Matrix 
In 
Number of inequality L,A, Lagrangian Function and 
constraints mUltipliers 
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6.2 Introduction 
In the opening chapter of this thesis an optimised decompression profile was defined 
as: 
A dive profile with the quickest ascent from maximum depth to the surface that will 
result in a specified risk of decompression illness. 
This chapter will introduce how the sequential quadratic programming method (SQP) 
can be used to create optimised decompression profiles. 
6.3 The general optimisation problem applied to decompression 
optimisation. 
A general description of an optimisation problem is to find the real valued design 
parameters x = (Xl' X 2 , ..• , XII Y which 
min 
XE 9t" 
f(x) 
subject to constraints 
gj(x)~ 0 j = 1, .. . ,m 
hk(x)=O k=l, ... ,me 
and bounds (X)L ~ x ~ (x)u (6-1) 
where f(x) is the objective function to be minimised subject to the inequality 
constraints g j (x) and equality constraints hk (x) and lower and upper bounds on 
the design parameters [Fletcher, 1987]. 
Applying the above description to decompression optimisation, the objective 
function is the function which evaluates the total time for decompression (TTFD) of 
the dive: 
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f(x) = TTFD(x). (6-2) 
The decompression optimisation problem provides inequality constraints in two 
areas; risk and dive duration. 
The first constraint comes from physical limitations of the divers breathing 
apparatus. Rebreather apparatus have a finite duration of operation due to oxygen 
consumption by the diver and the ability of the chemical system to remove carbon 
dioxide from the breathing loop. For the purposes of this work, a total maximum dive 
time (MDT) will be imposed, where the dive time consists of the bottom time (BT) 
and the total time for decompression (TTFD), 
gl(X) = BT+TTFD(x)-MDT::;; O. (6-3) 
Depending on the choice of objective function for total time for decompression, this 
constraint may be linear or non-linear. 
The remaining constraints come from the definition of decompression optimisation 
that states the risk of decompression illness should be a specified value. The value of 
risk for the purpose of this and following chapters will be calculated using the 
PROB3 program [Hom, 1999a] of the non-linear LEM model (Chapter 4). However, 
the formulation of the problem would easily allow other risk models to be substituted 
for the LEM model in future research. 
The risk of decompression illness, R, is defined as the percentage of man dives 
expected to result in decompression illness for the given dive profile. To optimise the 
dive, the risk of decompression illness, R, should be less than or equal to a specified 
acceptable value, Race, with a given margin of error, ~, 
that can be written as two non-linear inequality constraints of the form given by 
expression (6-1). 
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R(x)- Rllee ~ 0 
Rllee - ~ - R(x) ~ O. (6-4) 
In general, reducing the total time for decompression will increase the risk and only 
the upper bound risk constraint will be active during the optimisation. If deeper stops 
are shortened it is possible to reduce the total time for decompression at the same 
time as reducing the risk value. For this reason the lower bound risk constraint was 
included. 
No equality constraints are used to describe the decompression optimisation. The 
lower and upper bounds of the design parameters will be dependent on the choice of 
function for the total time for decompression. 
In summary, the decompression optimisation description becomes, 
min 
XE 9{" 
subject to 
TTFD(x) 
BT + TTFD(x) - MDT 
R(x)- Race 
Race - ~ - R(x) 
~ 0 
~ 0 
~ O. 
6.4 Introduction to Sequential Quadratic Programming 
(6-5) 
The MATLAB program [MATLAB 2001] function 'fmincon' was used to solve the 
constrained optimisation problem given by expression (6-5). Functionfinincon uses a 
sequential quadratic programming algorithm to solve the optimisation problem in an 
iterative manner where the parameter values at the end of the p+lh iteration are 
(6-6) 
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The change in x is given by the search direction vector, S, multiplied by a scaling 
factor a. 
To encompass constraints into the minimisation problem, the constraints and the 
objective function are combined as a Lagrange function, 
(6-7) 
where A j are the Lagrange multipliers which give a measure of the rate of change in 
the objective function due to a change in the corresponding constraint value. 
The objective function, f(x), is iteratively minimised subject to constraints gj(x) 
using the method described in Figure 6.1. 
Test for 
convergence 
No Calculate search direction 
(OP subproblem) 
Update Hessian 
matrix of Lagrange 
Equation 
Line search along 
search direction to 
find new design 
parameter values 
Figure 6.1 Summary of Sequential Quadratic Programming Method 
At each iteration a numerical estimate of the Hessian of the Lagrange function is 
calculated using the Broyden [1970], Fletcher [1970], Goldfarb [1970] and Shanno 
[1970] (BFGS) method. The BFGS method estimates the new Hessian matrix, Hp+l, 
from old Hessian matrix, Hp , and gradients of the Lagrange function, 
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Hp+l = Hp (6-8) 
where 
where V is the gradient operator such that Vf = (~f ,~f , ... , ~f r . 
ux! UX 2 liXu 
The Hessian is initialised as the identity matrix and is modified during the 
calculations to maintain a positive definite matrix. The Hessian is kept positive 
definite if qTs is positive for each update. When qTs is not positive up to two 
modifications are made to q. 
Firstly the ith element of vector q corresponding to the most negative value of qi Si is 
halved. This process is repeated until qTs is greater or equal to _10-5. 
If after this process qTs is still negative then a factor is added to q, 
q =q + YOJ (6-9) 
where (j) is a weight that starts at 10-2 and is repeatedly doubled until the qTs IS 
positive or the weight becomes too large. Vi is zero unless qj.CU < 0 and qis i < 0, 
when it is given by 
(6-10) 
To calculate the search direction vector, S, the minimisation problem (6-1) is 
transformed into a quadratic approximation of the objective function minimised by 
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the search direction. The second order Taylor Series for the objective function with a 
change in parameter values, 6X, is given by 
(6-11) 
If the scaling factor, ~ from equation (6-6) is set to one, the change in parameter 
values become the search directions vector, S. Substituting the approximation for the 
next guess of the objective function into expression (6-1), the minimisation problem 
becomes 
min 
SE 9\11 
1 -T H - rTF (-)T -ZS S + vJ X S. . (6-12) 
The second order constraint information is included in the Hessian matrix to ensure 
second order convergence of the solution [Fletcher, 1987, page 140]. The problem is 
further simplified by ensuring all the constraints are linear equations by transforming 
them using the linear approximation of Taylor's Series, 
j=l, ... ,In. (6-13) 
The MATLAB Optimisation Toolbox uses an active set strategy similar to that of 
Gill et al. [1991] to solve expressions (6-12) and (6-13) for the search direction,s. 
Once the search direction is known a scaling factor less than or equal to one is found 
that reduces a merit function of the form 
f(:X) + fAj . max {O, gj (:x)} (6-14) 
j=l 
and reduces the maximum constraint violation if any constraints are violated. If all 
constraints are met and the objective function is positive, a step length must be 
chosen that also reduces the objective function value. 
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6.5 Convergence and stopping criteria 
The MATLAB functions use a number of criteria for the solution of a minimisation 
problem with constraints. There are five user set values that control the termination 
of the algorithm; 
• tolX: Tolerance on change in design parameters . 
tolFun: Tolerance on change in function value. 
tolCon: Tolerance on constraint violation. 
maxFunEvals: Maximum number of objective function evaluations. 
maxIter: Maximum number of iterations. 
The choice of these user set values will relate to the choice of function for the ascent 
profile and constraint functions. The termination rules for the iterative process are 
summarised in Figure 6.2. 
The diving optimisation problem given in Section 6.3 is unlikely to produce a risk 
constraint region that will coincide with a minimum of the objective function. This 
means that the problem is unlikely to converge using the checks for a function 
minimum as given in box 1 of Figure 6.2. 
If the search direction steps become too small relative to the design parameter 
tolerance or the change in objective function due to the change in design parameters 
(6-15) 
becomes small compared to objective function tolerance { box 2 }, the solution has 
converged. If the constraint tolerances have been met then a local solution to the 
optimisation problem has been found. 
NO 
(5) 
Exceeded 
maximum number of 
objective functior 
evaluations or 
iterations 
NO 
Continue to nexi 
iteration 
NO 
YES 
Begin terminatior 
tests 
(1) 
Constraints mel 
and 
I Ajgj I < tolFun 
I:~ I < tolFun 
NO 
(2) 
I n of I L-Sj 
j=lOXj 
< 2 tolFun 
or 
I Sj I < 2 to IX 
YES 
(3) 
Constraints withir 
tolerance value 
NO 
(4) 
No feasible search 
direction and positive 
constraint values 
YES 
YES 
YES 
Minimurr 
foune 
Solution 
converged 
No feasible 
solution 
Record best 
guess 
Figure 6.2 Termination criteria for sequential quadratic programming method used in 
MATLAB function 'nlconst'. 
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If the conditions of box 2 have been met and the quadratic programming problem 
given by expressions (6-11) and (6-12) is infeasible with the constraints not satisfied 
then no feasible solution can be found and the program is terminated { box 4}. 
In all other cases the next iteration of the optimisation process will proceed unless 
the maximum number of function evaluations or iterations has been exceeded {box 
5}. In this case the design parameter values, x, which produced the minimum value 
of the objective function while satisfying the constraints are recorded as the solution. 
These termination criteria do not guarantee a global solution to the optimisation 
problem. To test the ability of this method to find a global solution for the given 
problem, the method should be tested using a range of initial parameter values. The 
production of different solutions for different starting values will indicate alternati ve 
approaches would need to be applied to work towards locating a global solution to 
the optimisation problem. 
6.6 Evaluation of Sequential Quadratic Programming schemes for 
diving optimisation 
Traditionally decompression tables for open water diving ascend from the bottom 
depth to the surface in a series of steps called decompression stops. Decompression 
stops are easier for a diver in mid-water to implement than a continuous ascent. In 
most cases, the quickest continuous ascent is not a uniform rate of ascent. Since the 
beginning of decompression research in the early twentieth century [Hempleman, 
1995] it has been known that it is possible to ascend at a faster rate at deeper depths 
than close to the surface. 
Decompression stops are defined by the depths at which the divers pause their ascent 
and the time spent at these depths. UK Royal Navy dive profiles conform to the 
following constraints: 
The deepest stop depth (DSD) is a multiple of 3 msw (::::::10 fsw). 
The distance between stop depths is 3 msw (::::::10 fsw). 
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The shallowest decompression stop is taken at 6 msw (,,=,20 fsw). 
Given the above constraints, a stepped ascent is defined by the time spent 
decompressing at all possible stop depths. For a dive to 81 msw there are 25 possible 
decompression stops, requiring 25 parameter values to define them. 
In Chapter 7 the ascent profile and total time for decompression is defined by the 
stop times that are the parameters to be optimised using sequential quadratic 
programming. 
Decompression tables provide a limited number of schedules for a single maximum 
depth. For greater accuracy in tissue loading for multi-level bottom depths divers 
often wear wrist dive computers that calculate the tissue carrier loadings based on the 
actual time-depth profile of the bottom time. To fully optimise the decompression 
process, divers would require a worldng optimised decompression method to run in 
real time on a wrist worn dive computer. 
To implement an optimisation scheme in real time it may be advantageous to reduce 
the number of parameters that need to be estimated. One way to reduce the number 
of parameters is to approximate the stepped ascent profile as a continuous curve 
defined by fewer parameters. Once the curve is defined, the curve could be converted 
to a stepped ascent for operational use. 
Chapter 9 shows how using curves to describe the ascent profile during the 
optimisation process can generate optimised decompression schedules. For 
operational use in open water the ascent profile must be given as a series of stop 
times and depths. Chapter 8 describes a scheme to convert the curved ascent profile 
to a stepped profile 
Seven dive profiles are used to evaluate the optimisation schemes in Chapters 7 and 
9. These profiles were chosen to cover the range of ascent profiles that could be 
expected in 1.3 bar oxygen in helium rebreather decompression tables. The dive 
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profiles all have the same characteristics as given in Table 6.1 with maximum depth 
and bottom times given in Table 6.2. 
Rate of descent (ROD) 150 fsw/min 
Rate of ascent (ROA) 50 fsw/min 
Shallowest stop depth (SSD) 20 fsw 
Stop depth interval 10 fsw 
Maximum dive duration 240 minutes 
0-733 fsw 0.75 bar oxygen in helium 
Gas Profile 33 -7 MD -713.1 fsw 1.3 bar oxygen in helium 
13.1 -70 fsw 0.75 bar oxygen in helium 
Table 6.1 Dive profile characteristics for optimisation test dives 
Maximum depth (fsw) Bottom time (minutes) 
30 
100 80 
120 
200 20 
5 
300 15 
20 
Table 6.2 Maximum depth and bottom time for optimisation test dives 
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6.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has described the governing equations of the decompression 
optimisation problem and outlined the method of sequential quadratic programming 
as implemented in the MATLAB Software. 
For a complete description of the algorithms used by the MATLAB software, refer to 
the Optimisation Toolbox Manual or the 'fmincan' and related functions source code. 
NOTE - The MATLAB functions; 'fmincan' Revision 1.29 and 'nlcanst' Revision 
1.35 were used for the results given in this thesis. Earlier issues of these functions 
contained code errors when used for non-linear constrained optimisation. 
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Chapter 7 
Decompression optimisation using decompression 
stop time design parameters 
7. 1 Notation 
BT I Bottom time (min) n Number of stop times 
I 
i 
jsw Feet of sea water q Number of negative stop 
times 
MD Maximum depth (fsw) R Risk of decompression illness (%) 
ROA Rate of ascent (fsw/min) s Search direction 
TTFD I Total time for decompression L,~ Lagrange function and I (min) multipliers 
dk I Depth at decompression stop k x Vector of stop times 
j I Objective function Search direction scaling 
I Inequality constraintj a factor gj 
7.2 Introduction 
The stepped ascent from the Maximum Depth (MD) of a dive to the surface 
comprises a series of short ascents at a given constant rate of ascent (RDA) 
interspersed with decompression stops. A decompression stop is the time the diver 
stays at the same depth before continuing the ascent. 
This chapter will evaluate the sequential quadratic programming optimisation 
method for minimising the total time for decompression, while yielding iso-
probabilistic decompression schedules when the design parameters are stop times for 
all possible decompression stop depths. 
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7.3 Governing equations 
In this fonnulation of the decompression optimisation problem the n design 
parameters x are the decompression stop times. The stop times must all be greater or 
equal to zero. If there is no decompression stop at a given stop depth, di, the value of 
Xi is set to zero. 
The function to minimise, the Total Time for Decompression (TTFD) , can be 
expressed in tenns of the time spent ascending and the sum of the decompression 
stop times, 
TTFD(x) = MD 
ROA + 
= Direct ascent time + Sum of stop times 
(7-1) 
The direct ascent time is independent of the choice of stop times, so can be dropped 
from the minimising objective function. The governing equations for the 
minimisation problem become; 
min 
x E 9i1l 
II 
f(x) = LXi 
i=l 
with xi;;::O for i = 1,2, ... , n (7-2) 
subject to one linear constraint; the maximum dive duration must be less than the 
maximum equipment duration of 240 mniutes, 
MD n 
= BT +--+ LX; -240 ::; 0 
ROA i=l 
and two non-linear risk constraints 
g2 = R(x)- Race :s; 0 
:s; O. 
(7-3) 
(7-4) 
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The risk values were given in percentage units to provide better scaling against the 
time variables. The risk error, g, was set to 0.01%. Only one of the two risk 
constraints, g2 and g3 , can be active at each iteration. 
Analytical first derivatives of the objective function and dive time constraint are 
unity. No second order information is provided by the objective function or dive time 
constraint. The Hessian matrix used to calculate the search direction (equation 6-8) is 
only updated using the risk constraint gradients. 
7.4 MA TLAB implementation 
The algorithm was implemented using the MATLAB "fmincon" function [MATLAB 
2001]. Functions were written to provide the values and derivatives of the objective 
function and the constraints for given stop times, Xi. 
The gradients of the nonlinear risk constraints were calculated using the forward 
difference formula with the time interval h equal to six seconds. 
oR R(X+hei)-R(x) 
::::: 
oXi h 
(7-5) 
where ei is the ith column of the n x n identity matrix. 
A six second interval h was chosen to be bigger than the two second update time for 
calculating the tissue gas exchange in PROB3. 
Central or backwards difference formula could not be used because of the lower 
bound constraint on the stop times, Xi, to avoid negative stop times. Negative stop 
times are not physically possible and tissue carrier pressures cannot be calculated. 
Central or backwards difference formula cold have been used away from the zero 
stop times, but these were not implemented in the following analyses. 
lO4 
During eady analyses, negative stop times were observed due to numerical errors in 
the representation of a zero stop time. To avoid this problem, the lower bound on Xi 
was set to 10-7 minutes and a check for negative values added to the MATLAB 
'nlconst' function. The lower bound value was chosen to be small enough not to 
affect the risk and total time for decompression calculations. 
7.5 Initial analyses 
The MATLAB program has a number of termination criteria as given in Section 6.5; 
ToIX, TolFun and TolCon. To test for suitable values of these criteria, the test dive 
profiles given in Section 6.6 were run using function values of, 
TolX and TolFun: 1xlO-5 
TolCon : 1xlO-3 and 
MaxIter : 100. 
The TolX and TolFun values were chosen to be very small so that the path of the 
design parameters could be observed and suitable bigger termination criteria chosen. 
The TolCon value was chosen to be smaller than the risk error value (equation 7-4) 
to ensure only one of the two risk constraint values was active at a time. 
Three levels of risk were examined; 1%, 2% and 5% risk of decompression illness 
resulting from the dive. The 1% and 2% dives represent a level of risk that tables 
may be set to while the 5% risk level was chosen to observe the optimisation 
performance for higher risk dives. The stop time parameters were all initialised with 
a value of one minute. 
The dive involving the least amount of carrier exchange in the tissues was the dive to 
100 fsw for a bottom time of 30 minutes. The 5% risk profile resulted in a direct 
ascent to the surface from maximum depth while the 1 % and 2% risk profiles both 
converged to a solution within 8 iterations. Table 7.1 shows the 2% risk stop times 
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for the eight iterations. The termination criteria are given in Table 7.2. The tolerances 
in ( ) in columns 4-7 of Table 7.2 indicate the termination values for these columns. 
The stop times converge to give the longest stop times at the shallowest stop depths. 
The final solution has been found by the fifth iteration when the maximum constraint 
violation is less than TolCon, but the other termination criteria have still to be 
achieved. The small value of the Lagrangian gradient suggests that a local minimum 
for the total time for decompression has been found. 
Iteration 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Table 7.1 
Decompression stop times (minutes) 
20 fsw 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0.13 0.11 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02 0 0 
0.25 0.19 0.13 0.07 0 0 0 0 
0.79 0.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.89 0.14 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Decompression stop times at each iteration of the optimisation process for a 
dive with 2 % risk of decompression illness, maximum depth of 100 fsw and 
bottom time of 30 minutes. 
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Iteration 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Table 7.2 
Number of n Maximum n of Max of maxlsil 
function f="Lxi constraint "L-Si 
evaluations i=l "iolation i=l oXi I~I or ox; 
(ToICon) (2ToIFun) IAjgjl (2ToIX) 
(ToIFun) 
3 0.439 0.506 -7.560 0.408 1.000 
5 0.639 0.227 0.200 0.884 0.117 
7 1.013 0.017 0.374 1.800 0.541 
9 1.037 5 x 10-17 0.024 0.158 0.101 
11 1.017 8 x 10-4 -0.020 0.025 0.144 
13 1.019 9 x 10-20 0.002 0.001 0.002 
15 1.019 3 x 10-6 -1 X 10-4 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-4 
17 1.019 1 x 10-7 5 X 10-6 1 xi 0-4 1 X 10-5 
Termination criteria at each iteration of the optimisation process for a dive 
with 2 % risk of decompression illness, maximum depth of 1 00 fsw and 
bottom time of 30 minutes. 
The longest bottom time for the 100 fsw dives of 120 minutes produced a dive that 
could not provide a decompression resulting in a 1 % or 2% risk with a total dive time 
of 240 minutes. The risk and dive time constraints cannot both be satisfied and no 
solution is possible. The algorithm tried to solve the problem until the maximum 
number of function evaluations (800) was exceeded. After 14 iterations 
insignificantly small changes were made to the stop times, resulting in no change in 
suggested stop times for the remaining iterations. For automated table generation, 
tests would need to be incorporated to identify this scenario. 
The one percent risk of decompression illness dives to 200 fsw for 20 minutes and 
300 fsw for 5 minutes both produced results with the range of values in the Hessian 
matrix becoming as high as of the order 1029 • The MATLAB 'n1const.m' function 
modifies the Hessian matrix to ensure it is positive definite as described in Section 
6.4 even though the Hessian may not be positive definite at the solution. For these 
dive profiles the weighted adjustments to the Hessian matrix became excessively 
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large and no improvements to estimated solutions were found after the excessive 
weighting of the Hessian occurred. 
The 300 fsw water dive for 5 minutes bottom time at a prescribed risk of 5% initially 
produced results that caused the Lagrange multipliers to become excessively large 
and the search direction small. On investigation, the risk of decompression illness 
associated with a direct ascent after a bottom time of 5 minutes at 300 fsw was 
5.078%, so the solution to the problem is a very small total stop time. The algorithms 
in the PROB3 code included a check for direct ascents. The ascent is set to contain 
no stops if the total stop time was below a given value. Hence the risk gradient in the 
region of interest was set to zero or a very small number that caused the Lagrange 
multipliers to increase correspondingly. This problem was corrected by setting the 
direct ascent chec1dng bound at a value of 0.02 minutes. 
The last profile that failed to terminate correctly was the 300 msw dive for 20 
minutes with 2% or 5% risk of decompression illness. In both these cases the first 
iteration tried to set most of the stop times to negative values except for the 80 and 
90 fsw stops which had large positive stop times. 
Even with a positive non-zero lower bound imposed, the MATLAB 'fmincon' 
functions still produced negative stop times. The function does not allow hard 
boundaries to be applied and it is not possible to calculate the risk of decompression 
illness, R, for an ascent profile including negative stop times. To solve this problem a 
penalty function was incorporated into the risk constraint function to weight the risk 
and risk gradients associated with negative stop times. 
When w of the stop times Xi are negative, where w is greater or equal to one, let 
Xi i = 1, ... , w be the set of w negative values and Xi i = w + 1, ... ,n be set of 
positive stop times. The risk cannot be calculated using negative stop times so an 
estimate of the risk, R, is calculated setting the negative stop times to + 10-7 minutes. 
The risk constraints including a penalty weight are defined by 
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and the risk differentiated by Xi corresponding to a negative stop times are given by 
og2 A + ail (1+ ±(-X;)] and ag3 ~iI - ail (l+±(-Xj )] i = 1, ... ,w -=-R 
oXi oXi j=l ox· ox" 1 I I J= 
og2 oR 
and og3 oR i = w +1, ... ,11. -=- -=--
OXi OXi OXi oXi 
The addition of the risk penalty for negative stop times produced good results. The 
2% risk dive profile converged to a realistic schedule but the 5% risk level failed to 
produce feasible results for a different reason. The analysis stopped after four 
iterations because the elements of the search direction vector had become too small 
with the maximum constraint violation still too large. The third iteration gives zero 
stop times for all the stops apart from the deepest stop that has a stop time of 100 
minutes. This is comparable to a dive to 300 fsw for 2 hours followed by a direct 
ascent to the surface that produces a high limiting risk of decompression illness. The 
risk constraint gradient at this point will be very close to zero because the risk cannot 
get much higher, causing small search direction vector elements that terminate the 
optimisation process. 
The algorithm may need the initial choice of decompression stop times to be closer 
to the solution to avoid negative stop times being estimated in the first iterations. 
Alternative initial values for the stop times will be presented in the next section. 
All the other dives terminated with a feasible solution with the longest 
decompression stops closest to the surface. If a range of body tissues can contribute 
to the risk of decompression illness, the stop times should increase with decreasing 
depth. The analyses resulted in cases where the series of stop times was irregular as 
shown in Table 7.3 for a dive to 300 fsw for 15 minutes at a risk of decompression 
illness of 5 %. 
Stop Depth 
(fsw) 
Stop Time 
(min) 
Table 7.3 
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100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 
0.28 6.43 2.39 3.77 0.00 5.68 1.87 10.79 14.52 
Decompression schedule for a dive to 300 fsw for 15 minutes at a 5% risk of 
decompression illness. 
Figure 7.1 shows the instantaneous risk (section 4.6) during a dive to 300 fsw 
associated with the three tissues of the LEM model. Recall that only positive risk 
contributes to the total risk of decompression illness for the dive. Tissue 3 with the 
slowest uptake of carrier into and elimination from the tissue contributes a low level 
of instantaneous risk to the risk of decompression illness for a long period after the 
diver surfaces. This will be only mildly affected by the distribution of stop times over 
the ascent. The faster carrier exchange tissues represented by tissues 1 and 2 control 
the individual stop times in this dive. Tissue 1 has the highest weighting to the 
overall risk of decompression illness and seems to be the main forcing factor to 
irregular stop times. 
It is possible that if a physiological model with more tissues, or tissues that were 
more evenly weighted were used with the optimisation scheme, the stop times would 
be more regular. Though by the nature of trying to minimise the total time for 
decompression subject to a risk constraint the optimisation process will always fit 
tightly to the physiological model used. 
When decompression illness knowledge reaches a level that can specifically model 
the tissues and vascular system to predict decompression illness, irregular ascent 
profiles may provide safer schedules than regularly increasing stop times with 
decreasing depth. 
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Instantaneous riskfor a 300 fsw dive for 15 minute bottom time with total 
risk of decompression illness of 5%. 
There are many possible solutions to the minimisation of the total time for 
decompression problem for a given risk of decompression illness. This is especially 
true for longer deeper dives where more carrier is absorbed into the body at 
maximum depth. Deeper dives also provide a larger number of possible 
decompression stops. 
7.6 Convergence criteria 
Table 7.4 shows the results that would be obtained if TolX and TolFun were set to 
10-2, 10-3 and 10-4 with TolCon set to 2xlO-3. Apart from the short dives, the 
minimum of the Lagrangian function was not found and the optimisation process 
typically terminated when the change in objective function had converged. 
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In most cases the analyses resulted in many iterations of the algorithm that did not 
significantly change the stop times before termination criteria were achieved. The 
results in Table 7.3 show there is no advantage in setting TolX and TolFun to a value 
smaller than 10-3. In all cases apart from the 300 fsw for 20 minute dive, a TolX 
value of 10-2 would have been acceptable. The choice of 10-2 over 10-3 for TolX 
provides a considerable reduction in iterations and function evaluations. 
For example the dive to 100 fsw for 80 minutes would take 77 function evaluations 
with TolX=1O-2 compared to 256 with TolX=1O-3. The difference in total stop times 
for the two dive profiles is 17 seconds which would be insignificant when the stop 
times would be rounded to complete minutes for use in decompression tables. 
7.7 Sensitivity to initial choice of stop time values 
This section evaluates the outcome of the sequential quadratic programming method 
to the choice of starting values of the design parameters, which in this case are the 
decompression stop times. The same dive profiles as discussed in the previous two 
sections were processed for two different sets of starting values. 
Maximum 
depth 
(fsw) 
100 
200 
300 
Table 7.4 
Bottom Risk LXi Number of iterations Number of function evaluations 
time (%) i (minutes) 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-2 10-3 10-4 
1 4.38 4.38 4.38 9 10 12 19 21 25 
30 2 1.02 1.02 1.02 5 6 7 11 13 15 
5 DIRECT ASCENT 
1 105.78 105.75 None 20 47 - 77 256 Exceeded 
80 2 70.11 70.03 None 18 29 - 36 146 Exceeded 
5 4.86 4.82 4.83 7 15 20 15 49 63 
120 5 48.9 45.44 45.46 10 22 27 21 82 96 
1 None, best guess with ToICon=0.006 is f(Xi)=77.87, at iteration 26. 
20 2 42.33 42.27 None 23 36 41 77 188 269 
5 15.13 ~ 15.13 10 ~ 17 27 ~ 45 
1 7.28 7.28 None 9 10 Exceeded 19 21 -
5 2 4.63 4.63 4.61 6 7 10 13 15 31 
5 0.09 ~ 0.09 5 ~ 6 11 ~ 13 
1 146.04 146.27 None 58 97 Exceeded 227 543 -
15 2 100.05 99.60 99.60 49 87 89 206 504 530 
5 46.02 45.73 45.73 47 60 70 161 246 401 
1 214 ~ 208.71 13 ~ 101 79 ~ 1024 
20 2 ~ ~ 174.11 ~ ~ 67 ~ ~ 682 
5 INFEASIBLE TERMINATION 
Comparison of peiformance of sequential quadratic programming optimisation for different termination tolerances. Design 
parameters are decompression stop times with initial values set to one. An arrow ~ indicates the termination criteria reduced 
straight to a termination value smaller than the value for this column. 
I 
-
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The first set, called the 'series' set has a constant increase 0. in stop time duration 
with decreasing depth. The deepest possible stop depth has an initial stop time of 0., 
the second deepest stop depth has an initial stop time of 20. and so on until the 20 
fsw is reached. Recall there is no 10 fsw stop. Or expressed as an equation, 
Xn-l = (1 + 1)Q 1 = 0, 1, ... , n -1 where n is the number of possible decompression 
stop depths. 
For this analysis 0. was set to a value of 0.25 to provide an initial total time for 
decompression of 107 minutes for a dive to 300 fsw. 
The second set, called the 'quad' set fits a quadratic function to the initial stop times, 
with the aim of producing much shorter deep stops and longer shallow stops than the 
series set. The initial stop time Xi at stop depth di is given by 
x, =t -1---1-+1 ( 
d~ d· J 
1 0 MD2 MD 
where t = MD 
o 20 (7-7) 
This choice of to provides an initial total time for decompression of 134 minutes for a 
dive to 300 fsw. Figure 7.2 shows the ones, series and quad starting dive profiles. 
Six dives profiles from the previous section were chosen for a risk of decompression 
illness of 2%. The 100 fsw dive for a bottom time of 120 minutes was not considered 
because the dive had been proven to be infeasible with dive duration of less than 240 
minutes. The termination criteria were set at TolCon, TolX and TolFun equal to 10-3. 
The optimisation process for all the dives completed before the maximum number of 
iterations was reached. 
The results are shown in Table 7.5 which compares the performance of the 
optimisation process for the three different sets of initial stop times. 
Maximum 
depth 
(fsw) 
100 
200 
300 
Table 7.5 
Bottom LXi Number of iterations Number of function evaluations 
time i 
(minutes) 
ones series quadratic ones series quadratic ones series quadratic 
30 1.02 1.02 1.02 6 13 9 13 41 25 
80 70.03 70.02 70.00 29 25 24 146 56 83 
20 42.27 42.47 41.86 36 60 49 188 393 173 
5 4.63 4.63 4.62 7 17 24 15 37 61 
15 99.6 101.27 102.28 87 96 84 504 1000 556 
20 174.2 164.43 179.60 58 97 77 382 456 631 
- ------ ---- ----
Comparison of performance of sequential quadratic programming optimisation for different initial decompression stop times. TolX, 
TolFun and TolCon set to 10-3 and decompression illness risk set to 2%. 
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Figure 7.2 Initial ascent profiles for a dive to 300fsw. 
Apart from the most extreme dives to 300fsw for 15 and 20 minutes, all the ascent 
profiles produced similar values for the total time for decompression. The computed 
ascent profiles were slightly different for the different starting values, confirming 
there are many local solutions to the problem. An example is given in Table 7.6 that 
shows the decompression schedules derived for the 200 fsw dive for a bottom time of 
20 minutes. 
Stop time 
starting 
values 
ones 
series 
quadratic 
Table 7.6 
Stop times (minutes) at given stop depths (fsw) TTFD 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 (min) 
30.83 3.28 1.91 3.41 1.48 1.06 0.29 42.27 
30.32 1.75 5.49 0.46 3.10 0.10 1.24 42.47 
30.37 2.75 1.52 3.08 2.8 1.16 0.17 41.86 
Comparison of decompression schedules for ones, series and quadratic stop 
times applied to a 200 fsw dive for a bottom time of 20 minutes at a risk of 
decompression illness of 2%. 
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The 300 fsw dives with 15 and 20 minute bottom times have different total stop 
times for the different initial stop time values. There are no clear best initial values 
for the stop times. The ones set produce$ the best results for the 15 minute bottom 
time dive in terms of total stop time and number of function evaluations. For the 20 
minute bottom time the series stop times produce results that reduce the total stop 
time by 10 minutes compared to the ones stop time results. 
The ascent profiles for the 300 fsw dive for 20 minutes given the series and quadratic 
starting values for the stop times are shown in Figure 7.3. For table production, the 
difference in results suggests that more than one starting value should be tried, 
especially for deeper dives. 
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Ascent profiles for a 300 fsw dive for 20 minute bottom times produced used 
quadratic and series stop times. 
The biggest variation in the performance of the optimisation process using different 
initial stop times is the number of iterations and function evaluations required as 
shown in Table 7.5. For the 200 fsw dive with a bottom time of 20 minutes, 
optimisation using ones and quadratic initial stop times requires 188 and 173 
function evaluations compared to 393 required by the series stop times. 
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70 
Comparison of the total stop times for each iteration of the optimisation 
process started with ones, series and quadratic initial stop time values. 200 
fsw dive for 20 minutes. 
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Comparison of the cumulative number of function evaluations for each 
iteration of the optimisation process started with ones, series and quadratic 
initial stop time values. 200 fsw dive for 20 minutes. 
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Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the sum of the stop times and the cumulative number of 
function evaluations at each iteration of the 200 fsw dive. All the solutions have 
converged to close to the same total stop time by the 30th iteration, but require further 
iterations to meet the termination tolerances. Note that most of the function 
evaluations occur once the solution has almost converged. Recall the stop times 
x are updated by the formula 
(7-8) 
where s is the search direction vector. A line search is performed along the search 
direction to ensure the merit function given by equation 6-13 is reduced. This is done 
by repeatedly halving the scaling factor a until the merit function is reduced. Once 
the solution has almost converged, the acceptable scaling factor is very small and the 
merit function has been calculated many times. Each calculation of the merit function 
requires the function and constraints to be calculated. Relaxing the termination 
tolerances may reduce the number of function evaluations, but the results in Table 
7.4 showed that this may not produce the best solution to the problem. 
7.8 Adding weights to the objective function for total stop time. 
In the previous analyses the objective function was set to the sum of the stop times, 
(7-9) 
An ideal decompression schedule would have most of the decompression stops close 
to the surface where the diver is closest to surface support and air to breathe should 
problems arise. In the previous sections, the fitting of the decompression stops to the 
three tissue model caused irregular stop times during the ascent which are unlikely to 
be acceptable to today's divers. These two reasons prompted the testing of two new 
objective functions of the stop times, Xi and the stop depths, di , 
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(7-10) 
The stop times were weighted, such that the deeper dives contributed more per 
minute to the objective function than the shallower functions. The second objective 
function was chosen such that the deepest stop was approximately double the 
weighting of the shallowest stop. The third function gives the deepest stop about 10 
times the weighting of the shallowest stop. 
The same six dive profiles were chosen as used in the previous section, with the risk 
of decompression illness set to 2% and TolCon, TolFun and TolX was set to 10-3. 
Table 7.7 shows the performance of the optimisation scheme for the two weighted 
objective functions compared to the original non-weighted function. 
The optimisation process using the third objective function increases the total stop 
time for most of the dive profiles compared to the non weighted objective function. 
The biggest increase of 20 minutes occurs for the 300 fsw dive for a 20 minute 
bottom time. 
In two cases using the series initial stop times; 100 fsw for 30 minutes with band 
300 fsw for 5 minutes with 13, longer and irregular stop times were obtained at the 
termination tolerances. In both cases if the TolX values had been set to 10-5 results 
in line with the other objective functions would have been obtained. 
The 300 fsw dive for 20 minutes optimised using the third objective function with 
ones as initial stop times did not terminate at ToIX, TolFun equal to 10-3. The best 
estimate in the 100 iterations with the constraint tolerance met gave a reasonable 
profile. 
Table 7.9 shows the stops rounded to whole minutes for the three objective functions 
using 'ones' initial stop times for two dive profiles. 
Maximum 
depth 
(fsw) 
100 
200 
300 
'--------~ 
Table 7.7 
Maximum 
depth 
(fsw) 
100 
200 
300 
L .. _~._. 
Table 7.8 
Bottom Sum of stop times Number of iterations Number of function evaluations 
time 
(minutes) 11 12 !J 11 12 13 11 Ji !J 
30 1.02 1.02 1.02 6 5 6 13 11 13 
80 70.03 70.01 69.90 29 38 20 146 114 69 
20 42.27 41.77 49.47 36 74 35 188 575 282 
5 4.63 4.66 4.64 7 18 11 15 79 23 
15 99.6 101.87 108.05 87 95 69 504 713 353 
20 174.2 189.77 X 58 93 X 382 548 X 
------ ----- --
, ~ ~ 
--
Comparison of optimisation performance for weighted and non weighted objective functions with ones initial stop times, risk set to 
2% and TolCon, TolX and TolFun set to 10-3. 
Bottom Sum of stop times Number of iterations Number of function evaluations 
time 
(minutes) 11 Ji !J 11 Ji !J 11 Ji !J 
30 1.02 3.59 1.02 13 6 12 41 16 25 
80 70.02 70.02 70.02 25 25 24 56 88 52 I 
20 42.27 41.97 47.37 60 36 37 393 134 135 
, 
I 
5 4.63 4.68 28.66 17 15 19 37 33 39 
15 101.27 100.93 116.41 96 57 72 1000 358 341 
20 164.43 177.2 185.53 97 67 54 456 413 344 
Comparison of optimisation performance for weighted and non weighted objective functions with series initial stop times, risk set to 
2% and TolCon, TolX and TolFun set to 10-3. 
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Dive Ii 
200 fsw 11 
for h 
20 min 
13 
300 fsw 11 
for 12 
15 min 
13 
Table 7.9 
TTFD Stop times (minutes) at given stop depths (fsw) 
(min) 110 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 
49 - - - 1 1 2 4 2 4 31 
47 - - - - 2 2 3 3 2 31 
55 - - - 2 - - 3 8 14 24 
108 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 8 74 
109 1 2 1 8 1 0 4 0 10 76 
116 - - 1 1 2 8 1 7 6 84 
Comparison of decompression schedules for different objective functions for 
two dives produced using ones intial stop times, TolX, TolFun and TolCon 
equal to 10-3 and 2% risk of decompression illness. 
The!2 objection function produces a slightly better schedule than the non-weighted 
function for the 200 fsw dive, but both weighted objective functions produce more 
irregular series of stop times for the 300 fsw dive than the non-weighted function. 
These results are typical of the results obtained for the other dive profiles. 
From these results the use of weighted objective functions of the form given by 
equation does not improve the decompression optimisation scheme and in some 
cases gives more irregular stop times. 
7.9 Conclusions 
This chapter has shown that it is feasible to use the sequential quadratic 
programming optimisation method to minimise the total time for decompression and 
yield iso-probabilistic schedules when the design parameters are the stop times for all 
possible decompression stop depths. 
The results have shown that: 
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III The method produces results that generally give the longest stop times at the 
shallowest stops. However some of the decompression stops are irregular in 
length during the ascent due to over fitting the ascent to a three tissue model. 
III Because of the underlying physiological and risk model the analyses have shown 
that there is large difference in stop times associated with small changes in the 
risk of decompression illness. 
III There are many local solutions to the optimisation problem. The method 
produces similar results for the total time for decompression when starting with 
different initial stop times, though the stop times may vary. The exceptions being 
the highest tissue loading dives to 300 fsw for 15 and 20 minutes that have bigger 
differences in total stop time values. 
III Setting the initial values of the stop times all equal to one provides feasible 
results with the exception of the longest bottom time for the deepest dive 
considered, 300fsw for 30 minutes. For this a set of stop times increasing with 
decreasing depths produced a feasible solution. 
• In most cases the minimum of the Lagrangian function is not found and 
termination of the optimisation occurs due to convergence of the objective 
function value. A value of termination tolerances of TolX, TolFun and TolCon 
equal to 10-3 produces converged results in most cases. In two cases a stricter 
tolerance was required. 
III The method does not identify infeasible solutions due to conflicting constraint 
violations. The termination criteria should be written to be more specific to the 
decompression optimisation problem. 
III The use of a weighted objective function to encourage longer shallower stops did 
not reduce the irregularity of the stop times and produced no advantage over 
using the sum of the stop times for the objective function. 
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• The Hessian matrix is often not positive definite and the matrix has to be 
modified during the optimisation process. In some cases the modification 
becomes excessive and the solution becomes unreliable. 
Areas that require further work if the approach were to be used in an automated 
process are: 
• Incorporation of hard lower bounds for stop times to avoid negative stop times 
being calculated. 
• Development of termination criteria specific to the decompression optimisation 
problem. 
• Investigate alternative Hessian update procedures and search direction 
calculations. 
• Investigate the effect of removing the lower bound risk constraint. 
Decompression schedules generated using the non-weighted objective functions with 
initial stop times set to one are compared to a current 1.3 bar decompression table in 
Chapter 10. 
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Chapter 8 
Conversion of a continuous curve ascent profile to a 
stepped ascent profile 
8.1 Notation 
i 
DSD Deepest stop depth d I Depth (msw or fsw) 
i 
j 
MD Maximum depth jsw I Feet of sea water 
peDe]) I Probability of decompression 
msw I Meters of sea water 
PROB3 j illness estimated by PROB3 I 
ROA I Rate of ascent I Time from beginning of ascent 1: ! (minutes) 
1 
I 
TTFD I Total time for decompression OJ,rjJ, v Curve parameters 
i 
8.2 Introduction 
One possible curve function that can approximate the stepped ascent of a dive from the 
maximum depth to the surface is given by the equation, 
(8-1) 
where l4 tjJ and V are parameters which control the shape of the curve. Parameters tjJ 
and V are dimensionless and OJ has time dimension T-;. 
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This chapter describes a scheme to convert an ascent given by equation 8-1 into an 
operationally useable stepped ascent. This technique will be applied in the curved 
ascent optimisation method in Chapter 9 to produce operationally acceptable stepped 
ascents. 
8.3 Constraints on stepped ascents 
The stepped ascent of a diver from the maximum depth of the dive to the surface is 
controlled by a number of operational constraints as well as the decompression 
requirements. These include: 
It The deepest stop depth is a multiple of 3 msw or 10 fsw. 
• The depth interval between decompression stops is 3 msw or 10 fsw. 
It The shallowest decompression stop is 6 msw or 20 fsw. 
• The maximum rate of ascent between stops and to the surface is set at a level 
dependent on the dive type and the breathing apparatus. 
The fastest way for a diver to ascend to the surface is to ascend at a constant rate equal 
to the operational maximum rate of ascent. The total time for decompression (TTFD) 
must be greater or equal to the maximum depth (MD) divided by maximum rate of 
ascent (ROA). 
TTFD~ MD 
ROA 
(8-2) 
When the diver ascends between stops or to the surface at a constant rate of ascent, 
this type of ascent will be called a direct ascent. The direct ascent is assumed to be at 
the maximum operational rate. 
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8.4 Possible shapes of ascent curves 
The shape of the hyperbolic tangent curve given by equation 8-1 will vary depending 
on the choice of curve parameters; 00, <I> and v. Figure 8.1 shows a number of curve 
types that can be generated and compares them against a direct ascent. Each plot is of 
a time depth profile of a possible ascent. The time, r, is the time from leaving 
maximum depth. 
The ascents in Figure 8.1 plots A and B show curves that result in an ascent to the 
surface earlier than allowed by the maximum operational rate of ascent. Plot B initially 
starts to ascend at a rate slower than the maximum rate of ascent, but then ascends 
much faster resulting in a surfacing time earlier than the direct ascent. 
Plot C gives an example where the curved rate of ascent is always slower than the 
maximum operational rate of ascent. A similar curve is shown in the second half of 
the curve in Plot D. Initially the curve ascends faster than the direct ascent. The curved 
rate of ascent then decreases allowing the two ascent profiles to cross over. 
Figures 8.1 plots E and F show curves which have rates of ascent that are a 
combination of faster and slower than the operational ascent rate with no cross over 
with the direct ascent. 
In the following sections, these curves will be used to explain and test the method for 
converting from a curved to a stepped ascent. 
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Figure 8.1 Curved ascent profiles generated by equation 8-1 (dashed lines) in comparison 
to direct ascent profiles (dotted lines). 
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8.5 A Method of converting a curved to a stepped ascent profile 
Figure 8.1 showed the variety of curve profiles that can be generated by the hyperbolic 
tangent function given by equation 8-1. To automate the process of generating a 
stepped ascent profile from a curved one the following rules will be used: 
1. When the total time for decompression of the curve ascent, TTFDcurve, is earlier 
than the total time for decompression given by the direct ascent, TTFDda, the direct 
ascent will be used. This is shown in Figure 8.1 plots A and B. 
2. When the total time for decompression of the curve ascent, TTFDcurve, is later than 
the total time for decompression of the direct ascent, TTFDda, the total time for 
decompression will be set at the curve value. 
3. The first ascent from maximum depth to the deepest possible stop depth, DSD, is 
taken along the direct ascent line. See area (.) in Figure 8.2. 
4. Between stop depths and from the shallowest stop depth to the surface the diver is 
assumed to ascend by a direct ascent. 
5. When the curved profile reaches the next shallower stop depth earlier than a direct 
ascent would, the stepped ascent profile will use a direct ascent between the stop 
depths. See area (0) in Figure 8.2. 
Using the above rules an algorithm was implemented in C-code, the logic of which is 
summerised in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. The numbers in {} in the following text relates to 
parts of the chart shown in Figure 8.4. 
The algorithm first checks whether the dive will require any decompression stops 
{2,3 }. If the curved ascent reaches the surface before the direct ascent no stops will be 
conducted {15}. 
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r ......... ----Depth J • 
Surface 
Shallowest 
Stop Depth 
Stop Depths 
Deepest Stop 
Depth 
Maximum Depth 
Figure 8.2 Conversion of a curved ascent ( dashed bold line) to a stepped ascent profile 
(solid bold line); (.) direct ascentfrom maximum depth to deepest stop depth 
and ( II) ascending at constant rate when the curved rate of ascent exceeds the 
operational rate of ascent. 
Once the need for decompression stops has been established, the dive ascent is broken 
down into a series of equal intervals in depth defining the stop depths. At the 
beginning of the ascent a direct ascent is made to the deepest possible stop depth, DSD 
{ 4,5}. 
Following this, the algorithm enters the stepped ascent process. Consider the case 
when a diver has just reached a stop depth, dk , at ascent time 'Zk. To calculate the 
decompression stop time at the depth dk , the following procedure is followed: 
The time of intersection of the curve with the next shallowest stop depth, dk+1 , is 
calculated, 'XC {6}. The time coordinate 't'c relative to the time coordinate, 'Zk, of 
reaching depth dk , determines how the ascent will proceed up to the next shallowest 
stop depth, dk+1 . Starting from time 't'k the fastest the diver can ascend to the next 
shallower stop depth is by direct ascent rate. 
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Figure 8.3 
(a) 
Over interval dk to dk+1 curved 
ascent quicker than 
operationally allowed, direct 
ascent taken. 
(b) 
Completing deco stop at depth 
dk followed by direct ascent to 
dk+1 
(\,dk) 
(c) 
Shortening deco stop at depth 
dk to ensure reaching surface at 
curve TTFD 
Evaluation of decompression stop time at current stop time using the 
intersection of the curved ascent with next shallower stop depth. 
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If the curve time coordinate 't'c is before or equal to the direct ascent time a direct 
ascent to depth dk+l is taken {8}. If the curve time coordinate is after the direct ascent 
time then a decompression stop is calculated. The time coordinate of the end of the 
decompression stop at the stop depth dk is calculated by removing the direct ascent 
time between the two stop depths, dle and dk+l, from the time tC {II}. 
A check is made to see if a direct ascent to the surface can be made from the end of the 
decompression stop, before or at the same time as the curve total time for 
decompression {9,1O}. If this is not possible the decompression stop time is reduced 
until this condition can be met and a direct ascent is made to the surface {14,15}. 
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(1S) Record direct 
1-------+1 ascent to surface 
(13) Initialise for next 
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l~ = l k+, 
d, = d k+, 
(12) Record direct 
ascent to depth ck+, 
(lk+' Idk+' ~ 
(1 .. 0; 
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reached d, = C 
Yes 
8 
(8) Calculate 1 for direcl 
ascent to dk+ 
' k+, = " + (c, - dk+, }/ROA 
(11) Record end of stop 
14------1 at depth dk 
(1, - (d,-dk+ }/ROA, c,: 
No 
Nc 
(1) Record start of 
ascenl 
(1, = 0, c, = MO) 
(2) Calculate 
surfacing point for 
TTFO,wv. and single 
direct ascent TTFOd, 
Yes ( Decompression 
Stops Required: 
(4) Calculate OSO 
(S) Record direct ascent to OSO 
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shorten stop timE 
(14) Record end of stop at depth 
d, to allow direct ascent to 
(TIFDcurve,Oj 
Figure 8.4 Flow chart to show algorithm for converting a curved ascent profile to an 
operationally usable stepped profile. 
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The process is repeated for each depth interval, dk to dk+l until the surface is reached 
{ 16 }. At the end of each iteration, the next step is initialised by setting depth dk equal 
to depth dk+l. Note, the shallowest stop depth does not have to equal the depth interval 
between deeper stops. 
8.6 Stepped ascent profiles generated from curved profiles 
The algorithm described in Section 8.5 was used to fit stepped profiles to the curves 
shown in Figure 8.1. The resulting stepped profiles are plotted as solid lines in Figure 
8.5 with the original curved profiles shown as dashed lines, and the direct ascent from 
maximum depth to the surface shown as a dotted line. 
Plots A and B show direct ascents have been chosen to represent the curves. This is 
the correct ascent because the curve ascends to the surface faster then allowed by 
operational constraints. 
The curve in Plot C always ascends at a rate slower than the direct ascent rate and 
decompression stops are calculated at all stop depths of the ascent. 
Plot D shows how a direct ascent is taken from maximum depth until the curve ascent 
time becomes more than the direct ascent time at 80 fsw and decompression stops are 
calculated until the surface is reached. Similarly, the ascent in Plot E requires a direct 
ascent to be taken during the middle portion of the dive when the rate of curve ascent 
exceeds the direct ascent rate. 
The final plot, Plot F shows how the stop at 190 fsw is shortened to ensure the ascent 
total time for decompression is equal to the curve total time for decompression, 
TTFDcurve, while adhering to the constraints of maximum ascent rate and positive 
decompression stop times. 
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Figure 8,5 Decompression stops (solid line)fitted to ascent curves (dashed line)for the 
curves plotted in Figure 8,1. 
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To compare the PROB3 probability of decompression illness for the curved and 
stepped ascents a dive to 200 fsw for 10 minutes was considered. The diver is assumed 
to be breathing a 0.75 bar constant partial pressure of oxygen in helium gas mixture. 
The probabilities of decompression illness calculated by PROB3 for the two ascent 
types are given in Table 8.1. 
The difference in risk of decompression illness for the curved and stepped ascent 
profiles given in Table 8.1 ranges from 0.18% to 1.48%. Five of the six ascent curves 
considered produced a higher estimate of decompression illness risk for the stepped 
ascent than the curved ascent. The difference can be explained by looking at the time 
spent at the deeper stop depths. This difference may be considered significant when 
trying to create tables with low risk values. 
PLOT 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
Table 8.1 
Maximum rate P(DCI)PROB3 as % 
ro <1> v of ascent Curved Stepped (fsw/min) ascent ascent 
0.400 0.45 2.0 50 4.44 5.92 
0.300 2.00 1.1 50 5.74 5.92 
0.040 1.50 1.1 50 6.81 7.26 
0.300 0.45 1.5 50 2.78 3.61 
0.040 1.50 1.1 22 6.81 7.28 
0.015 3.00 1.1 50 7.88 6.84 
Comparison of risk of decompression illness, P( DCl), for curved ascent 
profiles and the comparable stepped ascents. 
The difference in risk between the curve and stepped ascent could be reduced by using 
a different curve fitting method. The above method was chosen to provide a simple, 
consistent method which would always produce a feasible ascent profile without using 
a numerical solution. 
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8.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has described an algorithm to convert a curved ascent profile to a stepped 
profile suitable for operational open water use. The algorithm has been shown to 
reliably convert the curve to a useable stepped ascent profile for the range of possible 
curve shapes. 
The constraints imposed on stepped ascents means the curved profile may be very 
different to the fitted stepped profile, resulting in different risk outcomes. A 
continuous set of curved profiles may not produce a continuous space of stepped 
ascent profiles. Correspondingly, the stepped ascent risk values may not produce a 
continuous space of risk values. This may have consequences when using the 
optimisation scheme in Chapter 9 to minimise the total time for decompression for a 
gi ven risk value. 
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Chapter 9 
Decompression optimisation using a curved ascent 
to define the stop times 
9.1 Notation 
I 
I Depth BT I Bottom time d 
I 
isw I Feet of sea water gi Inequality constraint 
1 
MD I Maximum depth R Estimated risk of decompression 
i illness (%) 
! 
I Acceptable risk of decompression MDT i Maximum dive time Race i illness 
i 
ROA I Initial curve parameter I Rate of ascent 1] 
TTFD I Total time for decompression K Risk penalty weight 
! 
#dll ... direct ascent 1: Time from beginning of ascent 
#eurve ... curved ascent m,{b, V Curve parameters 
9.2 Introduction 
Chapter 7 showed how it is possible to produce optimised iso-probabilistic tables 
using the stop times as the design parameters. This optimisation approach sometimes 
produced irregular series of stop times where the length of the stop time did not 
monotonically increase with decreasing depth. 
To smooth out the irregular stop times caused by over fitting the decompression 
schedule to the three tissue model and to reduce the number of design parameters to 
be found curved ascents were investigated. 
This chapter will evaluate the sequential quadratic programming method applied to 
the minimisation of the total time for decompression of ascents described by curves. 
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9.3 Hyperbolic tangent curve ascent 
A curve function used to describe the decompression time-depth profile (t;d) must 
have the following properties: 
• At the start of the ascent, -x=O, the depth must equal the maximum depth (MD). 
• The curve must cross the zero depth axis, otherwise the diver will never reach the 
surface. 
• An initial fast ascent should be followed by longer stop times as the diver moves 
towards the surface. The curve needs to be able to have a steep gradient at the 
start of the dive followed by a decreasing gradient with decreasing depth. 
One curve with the above characteristics is the three parameter hyperbolic tangent 
function that was introduced in Chapter 8, 
d = MD~ - v tanh(an-~ )] (9-1) 
where d is the depth at ascent time To Here fjJ and V are dimensionless curve 
parameters and OJ is a curve parameter with time dimension T-~. The units of OJ 
depend on fjJ and will not be listed when presenting values of OJ. 
The form of equation 9-1 ensures that the start of the ascent is at the maximum depth, 
but the depth can only equal zero if vis greater than one. 
Figure 9.1 shows how the parameters OJ, fjJ and v affect the ascent profile. Some of 
the curves in Figure 9.1 cross the zero depth axis. This is the point at which the diver 
reaches the surface. The portion of the curve relating to negative depths is drawn 
solely for comparison of the curve shapes. For the diving scenario, the diver remains 
at zero depth for 24 hours following the dive that is processed by the PROB3 
program. 
Figure 9.1 
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The dependency of the depth-time profile defined by the hyperbolic tangent 
function on the curve parameters m ¢ and v. 
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The parameter (J) controls how much of the hyperbolic tangent curve is used to 
describe the ascent profile. The parameter ¢ controls the curve shape and especially 
controls the initial part of the ascent curve. To mimic the uniform ascent rate usually 
seen at the start of an ascent the value of ¢ should be kept equal or less than one. The 
parameter V controls how fast the curve approaches the surface. 
Each of the plots in Figure 9.1 show at least one curve that will not reach zero depth 
in a calculable time frame. One example is the curve in the top plot given by the 
parameter values (J) = 0.1, ¢ = 0.4 and V = 1.2.An analytical solution for the total 
time for decompression (TTFD) can be found from setting the depth equal to zero in 
equation 9-1 and rearranging to give, 
[
tanh -1 (1. )l~ 
TTFD= v 
(J) 
(9-2) 
From equation 9-2 and the curves in Figure 9.1 the following should be considered 
when choosing bounds to be applied to the hyperbolic tangent curve parameters; 
(J) must be positive to avoid negative times. 
¢ must be positive to ensure the depth decreases with increasing time. 
• (J) and ¢ must be large enough to avoid an excessively large total time for 
decompression. 
V must be greater than one to ensure a zero depth can be reached and positive 
to avoid negative stop times. 
From these rules the following lower bounds for the curve parameters will be used, 
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9.4 Governing equations 
The curved ascent decompression optimisation problem is described by, 
min 
OJ> 0.01, f/J > 0.1 and V > 1.01 (9-3) 
OJ,f/J,v 
subject to two non-linear time constraints and two non-linear risk constraints. The 
first time constraint requires the ascent to be slower or equal to a direct ascent from 
maximum depth to the surface at the operational rate of ascent (ROA). 
= MD -TTFD ::; 0 . 
ROA 
(9-4) 
The second time constraint IS the maXImum dive duration due to equipment 
performance. This constraint was linear in the stop time optimisation scheme (section 
7.3), but is now non-linear because the total time for decompression is a non-linear 
function. 
g2 = BT +TTFD -240 ::; 0 (9-5) 
The two non-linear risk constraints are the same as described in section 7.3. 
g3 = R -Race ::;0 
(9-6) 
The total time for decompression is optimised subject to the risk of decompression 
illness. The risk may be calculated for a diver following a curved ascent profile to the 
surface. The solution ascent profile would then have to be converted to a stepped 
ascent for operational use. Alternatively, at each iteration, the risk can be calculated 
for a stepped ascent that has been fitted to the curve. 
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Derivatives of the total time for decompression equation (9-2) are 
aTTFD -TTFD 
= am mrjJ 
aTTFD 
- TTFD In (TTFD ) 
= (9-7) arjJ rjJ 
aTTFD TTFD 
= 
rjJ(J - v2 )tanh -1 (t) av 
where TTFD is given by equation 9-2. The risk gradients must be calculated using 
finite differences. 
9.5 MA TLAB implementation 
The algorithm was implemented using MATLAB in the same manner as the stop 
time optimisation described in Chapter 7. 
At each iteration the risk was calculated for a stepped ascent fitted to the curve ascent 
by the method described in Chapter 8. The curve was converted to a stepped ascent 
before calculation of the risk to avoid introducing an error in the risk of the final 
schedule. In the previous chapter Table 8.1 compared the risk of decompression 
illness for curved ascents and the corresponding stepped ascent. This table showed 
the stepped ascent could have a higher risk of decompression illness than the curved 
ascent. 
The risk gradients aR aR and aR were calculated using the forward difference am' a¢ av 
equation (7-5). The forward difference equation was used in preference to backwards 
or central difference methods to avoid violation of the lower bounds on the design 
parameters. 
The fastest a diver can ascend to the surface is with no decompression stops and 
traveling at the operational rate of ascent. However, a hyperbolic tangent curve can 
ascend to the surface faster than the operational rate (Figure 8.1, plot A &B). 
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In all the analyses, the risk of decompression illness for a direct ascent profile was 
evaluated to check if decompression stops were required before any optimization 
took place. This guarantees that total time for decompression of the curve ascent 
must be greater than the direct ascent time. In the curve fitting scheme, all curves 
with a total time for decompression smaller than the operational direct ascent have 
the ascent set to a direct ascent for the risk calculation. In this region of the parameter 
space, the risk gradients will be zero. 
To prevent a region of zero gradients an alternative risk function, R, is used when 
the total time for decompression of the curve, TTFDcurve, is less than for the direct 
ascent, TTFDda, 
R = [1 + 100 (TTFD da - TTFD cllrvJ ] R ( direct ascent at ROA ). (9-8) 
9.6 Initial analysis 
The MATLAB program termination criteria introduced in section 6.5 were set to: 
• tolCon = lxlO-3 which is the same value used for the stop time optimisation 
described in Chapter 7. 
• tolFun and tolX = lxlO-6 which is small enough to allow the changes in design 
parameters to be observed with each iteration of optimisation process and 
suitable termination tolerances chosen. 
The initial parameter values were chosen to provide an ascent shape typical of 
current tables with the total time for decompression some multiple 1] of the time 
taken to do a direct ascent to the surface. The initial parameters were set to; 
01= 
tanh-1 (t) 
(1]TTFD da y~ , ¢=0.3 and v=I.3. (9-9) 
Ascent curves for different multiples of direct ascent time are given in Figure 9.2. 
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Figure 9.2 Curved ascent profiles usedfor initializing OJ, ¢ and v. 
An initial set of test runs were perfonned on the dive profiles described in section 
6.6. The risk of decompression illness was set at 2%. Two different initial curves 
were tested with YJ set to 2 and 25. The optimisation process was stopped for most of 
the dive profiles because the total time for decompression became too large. 
For certain combinations of parameter values, small changes in parameter value can 
lead to large changes in total time for decompression. One example is given in Figure 
9.3 which shows the contour plot of total time for decompression with contours at 40 
minute intervals. For the fixed value of v =1.1, it can be seen that reducing the values 
of OJ and fjJ increases the rate of increase of total time for decompression. The largest 
contour plotted is 600 minutes but the value of total time for decompression for OJ = 
0.3 and fjJ = 0.15 is 5x104 , increasing to lxl07 when fjJ further reduces to 0.1. 
Figure 9.3 
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v = 1.1 
w 
Relationship between the total time for decompression and curve parameters 
OJ and fjJ for a value of V equal to 1.1. The contours of total time for 
decompression are at 40 minute intervals. 
For these analyses the maximum permissible total time for decompression was set to 
2000 minutes. The risk is calculated from the tissue carrier pressures during the dive 
and for one day after the dive. Excessively long dives result in processing time that is 
excessively long. It will take more than a couple of hours to calculate a single risk 
value for a dive that is over 100 days long. The risk for dives that do not reach the 
surface cannot be calculated. Table 9.1 shows the total time for decompression at the 
solution or error terminated iteration for the 6 different dive profiles. The shaded 
boxes indicate the three cases where the optimisation completed successfully. 
Only three of the twelve analyses resulted in a solution to the minimisation problem 
before the design parameters took values that produced large total time for 
decompression. It is not easy to provide a penalty function to each of the parameters 
separately to avoid large total time for decompression, because it is the combination 
of parameters in the hyperbolic tangent function that contribute to it's size. 
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Maximum Bottom 11=2 11=25 
depth time 
(fsw) (minutes) TTFD Termination TTFD Termination (minutes) iteration (minutes) iteration 
number number 
30 5x106 
100 
80 
200 20 4x103 2 
5 4x103 5 
300 15 3x101O 5x106 3 
20 NaN 5x106 18 
Table 9.1 Total time for decompression at the iteration the optimisation process was 
stopped. The successful minimisation outcome is indicated by the shaded 
cells. 
To encourage the solution to stay in the region of smaller total time for 
decompression an alternative risk function was used when the curve total time for 
decompression, TTFDcllrve was greater than twice the maximum allowable total time 
for decompression, TTFDmax, 
TTFDcllrve > 2 TTFDmax == 2 ( MDT - BT ). (9-10) 
Let Rro be the risk of decompression illness for a curved ascent with rjJ and v fixed at 
the current iteration value and (J) changed so the total time for decompression of the 
curve is twice the maximum allowable value. R$ and Rv are defined in the same 
way. 
A weighted risk function that avoids calculating the risk for long total time for 
decompression times can be written 
- ( 2(MDT -BT) J (RaJ +Rr/J +RvJ R = 1+K K 
TTFDcurve 3 
TTFD curve > 2(MDT - BT) 
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where K is a weight value set to 100 for the rest of the results in this thesis. This form 
of function was chosen to ensure continuity of risk at the boundary defined by 
TTFDcurve = TTFDmax. 
Th . k d' aRm aRcj> d aRv I I d . f d d'ff e ns gra wnts am' ar an av are ca cu ate usmg orwar 1 erence 
formula. Simplified risk gradients are then calculated using the follow estimate, 
[ 
2(MDT -BT) 1 aRXj ::::: 1+1(- l( --
TTFDcurve aXi 
Xi =m,(borv. (9-12) 
Incorporating the penalty function into the algorithm resulted in ten out of the twelve 
analyses in Table 9.1 successfully completing the optimisation. The dive to 100 fsw 
for 30 minutes with 1] = 25 tried a value of parameter V which was less than one 
resulting in MATLAB producing a complex number for the total time for 
decompression. Recall that 
for v < 1. 
Recall that MATLAB function 'nlconst' treats parameters bounds as linear 
constraints, not hard bounds that can not be exceeded. If a new program was to be 
written hard bounds should be incorporated into the method. 
The second dive that failed to terminate was the dive to 300 fsw for 20 minutes with 
1] = 2. This time the optimisation stopped when all three parameter values became 
too small and the total time for decompression could not be calculated. Both these 
di ves are at the extremes of the dive profiles considered and a successful 
optimisation occurred when the alternative starting curve that was closer to the final 
solution was used. 
These analyses produced increasing stop times with decreasing depth. The curved 
ascent optimisation scheme has solved the problem of irregular stop times that was 
highlighted in Table 7.3 for the stop time optimization scheme. Table 9.2 shows the 
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decompression stop times produced by the curved ascent and the stop time 
optimisation schemes applied to a dive to 300 fsw for 15 minutes at a 5% risk level. 
Optimisation 
scheme 
Stop time 
Curve 
Table 9.2 
TTFD Decompression stop times (minutes) at stop depths 
(minutes) 
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 
fsw 
51.8 0.3 6.4 2.4 3.8 - 5.7 1.9 10.8 14.5 
53 - - - 1.4 2.8 4 5.7 7.8 25.3 
Comparison of decompression schedules for a dive to 300 fsw for 15 
minutes at a 5% risk level produced by the stop time and curve optimisation 
schemes. 
The total time for decompression for the two schedules is the same to within two 
minutes, with the stop time scheme producing a slightly shorter schedule. Further 
comparison of schedules produced by the two optimisation schemes will be made in 
Chapter 10. 
9.7 Convergence criteria 
Six dive profiles were analysed with risk set points of 1%, 2% and 5%. Initial 
parameter values were set to ¢= 0.3, V= 1.3 and mcalculated to provide a total time 
for decompression of 2 and 25 times the direct ascent time. The total time for 
decompression and iteration information with 17 = 25 for different termination 
tolerances for either tolX or tolFun is given in Table 9.3. The convergence results for 
the analyses using the shorter initial total time for decompression, with 17 = 2, were 
similar to those for 1]=25. 
Maximum 
depth 
(fsw) 
100 
200 
300 
Table 9.3 
Bottom Risk TTFDcurve Number of iterations Number of function evaluations 
time (%) 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-2 10-3 10-4 (minutes) 
1 6.41 6.38 6.39 7 9 20 23 27 60 
30 2 Failed due to v < 1 1 3 
5 DIRECT ASCENT 
1 110.28 110.21 110.21 9 11 19 33 37 83 
80 2 75.36 74.25 74.06 9 23 32 33 88 127 
5 7.40 6.84 6.83 17 38 53 43 114 169 
--"-
1 90.08 86.79 86.06 8 24 37 34 93 139 
20 2 48.93 47.50 47.43 13 20 26 54 73 128 
5 ~ ~ 19.40 ~ ~ 43 ~ ~ 218 
1 13.38 13.33 13.33 17 29 30 114 185 189 
5 2 26.05 10.69 10.68 14 25 33 33 69 88 
5 ~ ~ 6.09 ~ ~ 23 ~ ~ 98 
1 ~ 153.33 153.69 ~ 17 23 ~ 58 81 
15 2 ~ 115.38 114.83 ~ 20 30 ~ 96 171 
5 Best guess 53.00 Exceeded 100 
1 ~ 218.9 218.88 ~ 76 77 ~ 509 512 
20 2 182.74 179.75 177.48 15 24 36 65 90 185 
5 ~ ~ 94.83 ~ ~ 98 ~ ~ 510 
-
Comparison of performance of sequential quadratic programming optimisation for different termination tolerances and risk of 
decompression illness. Design parameters are UJ, ¢ and V with initial total time for decompression set to 25 times the direct ascent 
time. The --7 indicates the tennination criteria reduced straight to a tennination value smaller than the value for this column. 
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A comparison of the total time for decompression values across termination 
tolerances of 10-2, 10-3 and 10-4 for tolX and tolFun shows the value 10-2 does not 
always provide a converged minimum for the total time for decompression. The 
biggest difference occurs for the dive to 300 fsw for 5 minutes at a 2% risk level, 
where the total time for decompression drops from 26 minutes at the 10-2 termination 
tolerance to 11 minutes at the 10-3 termination tolerance. Some of the dive profiles 
provided slighter smaller total for decompression at the 10-4 termination tolerance, 
but for many more function evaluations. 
In future analyses the termination tolerances will be set to 10-3 for tolX, tolFun and 
tolCon. 
For most of the analyses summarised in Table 9.3 the optimisation process 
terminated soon after reaching a converged value. The 300 fsw dive for 20 minutes 
with a 1 % risk level took a large number of iterations before a solution with a total 
time for decompression of 219 minutes was found. This solution is very close to the 
maximum allowable total time for decompression of 220 minutes for a dive with a 20 
minute bottom time. The first 68 iterations were spent with curve parameters that 
produced a total time for decompression greater than the maximum 220 minutes. The 
parameters continually changed until the maximum dive time constraint was satisfied 
at iteration 68. Once this point was reached, the optimisation process located a 
solution in the following 10 iterations. 
9.8 Sensitivity of schedules to choice of initial curve 
parameter values and optimisation scheme 
The initial curve parameter values were defined by equation 9-9. This section will 
further investigate the sensitivity of the optimised total time for decompression value 
to the initial parameter values. The results from the optimisation process using 1'/ = 2 
and 1'/ = 25 are compared in Table 9.4. These results were generated for a 2% risk of 
decompression illness. For comparison purposes the results from the stop time 
optimisation scheme using initial stop times equal to one are also given in Table 9.4. 
Maximum 
depth 
(fsw) 
100 
200 
300 
'--....-_-_._.-
Table 9.4 
Bottom TTFD TTFDcurve Number of iterations Number of function evaluations 
time (minutes) (minutes) 
(minutes) Ones 7]=2 7] = 25 ones 7]=2 7]= 25 ones 7]=2 7]= 25 
30 3.02 3.02 X 6 11 X 13 40 X 
80 72.03 74.27 74.25 29 14 23 146 87 88 
20 46.27 47.73 47.50 36 21 20 188 182 73 
5 10.63 10.69 10.69 7 23 25 15 90 69 
15 105.6 124.76 115.38 87 12 20 504 55 96 
20 180.1 X 179.75 76 X 24 682 X 90 
-
- .... ------
- ---- -
Comparison ofpeifonnance of curved ascent sequential quadratic programming optimisation for two different initial decompression 
times and the stop time optimisation using initial stop times set to one. TolX, TolFun and TolCon set to 10-3 and decompression 
illness risk set to 2%. 
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The results produced by the curve optimisation scheme are dependent on the choice 
of starting values for the short and shallow and deep and long dives. As discussed in 
section 9.6, if the starting curve is too far from the solution curve the optimisation 
algorithm may try curve parameter values outside the lower bounds of the curve 
parameters. This occurs in the 100 fsw dive for 30 minutes and the 300 fsw dive for 
20 minutes, indicated by an X in Table 9.4. 
There is also a difference of 10 minutes in the total time for decompression values 
for the 300 fsw dive for 15 minutes across the two different initial curves. 
The remaining dives give total time for decompression values independent of the 
starting values. However, the ascent curves vary slightly for the different starting 
ascent profiles. To provide optimum decompression tables using the curved ascent 
optimisation scheme multiple starting values should be considered. 
Comparison of the curved and stop time optimisation scheme results in Table 9.4 
shows there is good agreement in the total time for decompression across the two 
schemes. The exception being the 300 fsw for 15 minute dive, where the stop time 
scheme generates a shorter decompression time by 10 minutes. 
For the deeper dives and higher tissue carrier loadings at bottom time there are more 
possible ascent routes to surface at a given risk of decompression illness. Imposing a 
curve profile reduces the number of possible ascent paths that can be taken in 
comparison to optimising over the stop times and in some cases limits the minimum 
value of the total for decompression that can be found. 
The number of iterations and function evaluations required by each of the two 
optimisation schemes varies for different types of ascent profile. The 100 fsw dive 
for 30 minutes and the 300 fsw dive for 5 minutes require only a few short 
decompression stops. For these profiles the stop time optimisation scheme is most 
efficient. For the remaining dive profiles resulting in longer and/or more 
decompression stops the curve optimisation scheme is more efficient. 
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9.9 Conclusions 
This chapter has evaluated the ability of the sequential quadratic programming 
method with a curved ascent profile to minimise the total time for decompression for 
a dive and produce iso-probabilistic schedules. 
The following has been observed: 
.. A three parameter hyperbolic tangent function can successfully be used to define 
dive ascent profiles which are conceptually acceptable to divers. 
.. The curve optimisation scheme requires a risk penalty function to be used when 
the total time for decompression becomes too large to avoid excessively long 
computation time to determine the risk of decompression illness for a dive. The 
penalty function reduces processing requirements and reduces the number of 
iterations required for a solution. An alternative curve function may reduce the 
sensitivity of the total time for decompression on the curve parameters and 
remove the need for a penalty function. 
.. The optimisation scheme is sensitive to the starting values for long deep dives 
and short shallow dives. In some cases a solution will not be found if the initial 
curve is too far from the solution. Multiple initial curves should be used for 
schedule generation. 
.. The curve optimisation scheme produces decompression stops that increase with 
decreasing depth and are not irregular as observed in the stop time optimisation 
decompression schedules. 
• The curve optimisation scheme has better convergence behaviour than the stop 
time optimisation scheme for dives involving more than a couple of 
decompression stops. 
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Chapter 10 
Comparison of optimised decompression schedules 
with QinetiQ 90 Table 
10.1 Introduction 
This chapter compares decompression schedules generated by the stop time and 
curve optimisation schemes against the latest 1.3 bar oxygen in helium tables 
generated by QinetiQ Alverstoke. The ability of the two optimisation schemes to 
produce decompression tables and real time dive decompression schedules for use in 
a dive computer are also assessed. 
10.2 QinetiQ 90 Decompression Tables 
The QinetiQ 90 table [Evans & Anthony 2003] was generated by QinetiQ Alverstoke 
for rebreather dives with a constant 1.3 bar oxygen in helium gas mix. The UK 
Royal Navy have adopted these tables for 80 msw oxygen in helium diving. 
The schedules are generated from a Haldanian, parallel tissue model using 9 tissue 
compartments (Figure 2.4a) and non-probabilistic safe ascent criteria. The carrier 
motion between the tissues and vascular system was described by the linear-
exponential kinetics used in the LEM physiological model. 
The model was calibrated using trials data and the PROB3 program used to ensure 
all decompression schedules had close to or less than a 2% operational risk of 
decompression illness. 
Over 500 chamber and open-water dives were conducted to test the QinetiQ 90 
decompression tables. One case of decompression illness for a dry chamber attendant 
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was reported during the trials. Doppler ultrasound equipment was used to detect 
bubbles in the blood stream of divers following the completion of the dive. Some of 
the dives resulted in high number of bubbles detected [T.G. Anthony, pers. comm.]. 
10.3 Generation of optimised schedules for QinetiQ dive profiles 
Decompression schedules were generated for dives to 18 msw, 39 msw, 60 msw and 
81 msw. For each depth three bottom times were chosen from the QinetiQ tables to 
span the range of bottom times that resulted in decompression stops. 
The stop time optimisation scheme described in section 7.3 was used with tolX, 
tolFun and tolCon set to 10-3. The initial values of the stop times were all set to a 
value of one. 
The curved ascent optimisation scheme described in Chapter 9 was used with tolX, 
tolFun and tolCon also set to 10-3. The dives were optimised using initial curve 
parameter values that resulted in total time for decompression equal to twice and 
twenty five times the direct ascent total time for decompression. The shortest 
decompression produced by the two initial starting curves was chosen as the 
decompression schedule. Each of the initial curves produced half of the final 
schedules. 
The optimised decompression schedules generated by the stop time and curved 
ascent schemes gave decompression stops in minutes to a number of decimal places. 
Decompression schedules used by the Navy in open water require the stop times to 
be rounded to whole minutes. 
The optimised stop times were rounded to whole minutes by rounding down if the 
fraction of a minute is less than or equal to one quarter. The stop time was rounded 
up to the next biggest complete minute if the fraction of a minute was more than a 
quarter. 
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The range of optimised values of the curve parameters 0), ~ and v for the dive 
profiles considered were as follows, 
0.37 < 0) < 0.83, 0.19 < ~ < 0.53 and 1.04 < v < 1.5. (10-1) 
10.4 Comparison of decompression schedules 
Tables 10.1 to 10.3 show the decompression schedules generated by the optimisation 
schemes compared to the QinetiQ tables. 
The schedules in the above tables show the effect on the risk of decompression 
illness from rounding the stop times to whole minutes is insignificant apart from 
dives with only a few minutes of stops such as the dive to 81 msw for 6 minutes. 
The stop time and curved ascent optimisation schemes produced decompression 
schedules with similar total time' for decompression, but different ascent profiles. 
The stop time scheme produced smooth schedules for the dives to 18 msw and 39 
msw, but irregular stop times for the deeper dives to 60 and 81 msw which resulted 
in stop times greater than a couple of minutes. 
The schedules produced by the curved ascent optimisation were smooth, but in some 
cases took a couple more minutes for the diver to surface. For one dive to 60 msw for 
40 minutes the curved ascent optimisation produced a shorter schedule. 
In all cases except one the optimisation schemes produced the same or shorter total 
time for decompression than the QinetiQ 90 table. The exception is the dive to 18 
msw for 170 minutes. The QinetiQ schedule results in a risk of 2.047%, compared to 
the longer optimised schedules with 1.98% risk. In diving terms this difference is 
insignificant. 
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In some cases such as the dives to 39 msw for 20 and 80 minutes, the reduction in 
total time for decompression from using the optimised schemes may be due to the 
QinetiQ 90 schedule corresponding to a smaller risk of decompression illness. 
However, the QinetiQ and optimised schedules for a dive to 39 msw for 50 minutes 
have the same risk outcome, with the optimised schedules being 6 minutes shorter. 
A similar example is the 81 msw dive for 15 minutes where at least 22 minutes of 
decompression can be saved using the optimised schedule. 
Maximum 
depth 
(msw) 
18 
39 
Table 10.1 
Bottom Stop times (min) at given depths TTFD PROB3 Schedule time (msw) % risk 
(min) (min) of DCI Source 18 15 12 9 6 
-
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Decompression schedules from QinetiQ 90 (Q 90), stop time and curved 
ascent optimisation schemes for dives to 18 msw and 39 msw. 
Maximum 
depth 
(msw) 
60 
Table 10.2 
Bottom Stop times (min) at given depths (msw) TTFD PROB3 % Schedule time (min) risk of DCI Source (min) 39 36 33 30 27 24 21 18 15 12 9 6 
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Decompression schedules from QinetiQ 90 (Q 90), stop time and curved ascent optimisation schemes for dives to 60 msw. 
(*: Optimisation did not terminate successfully, best estimate of ascent profile is given.) 
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Maximum 
depth 
(msw) 
81 
Table 10.3 
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Bottom Stop times (min) at given depths (msw) TTFD PROB3 Schedule time (min) % risk Source (min) 48 45 42 39 36 33 30 27 24 21 18 15 12 9 6 of DCI 
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_. 
Decompression schedules from QinetiQ 90 (Q 90), stop time and curved ascent optimisation schemes for dives to 81 msw. 
(*: Optimisation did not terminate successfully, best estimate of ascent profile is given.) 
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10.5 Rounding decompression stops to complete minutes 
The integer decompression stops given in Tables 10.1 to 10.3 were found by 
rounding down stop times with fractions of a minute less than or equal to a quarter of 
a minute and rounding up stop times with fractions of a minute over a quarter. 
Consider the 81 msw dive for 6 minutes at maximum depth as given in Table 10.3. 
Table 10.4 shows the estimated risk of decompression illness of the original un-
rounded stop times and each of the possible rounding options. 
Stop times (min) at given depths (msw) PROB3 % risk 
12 9 6 of DC I 
Stop time - 1.04 1.69 2.000 
Curve 0.10 0.70 1.90 1.999 
- 2 2 1.420 
1 1 2 1.464 
- 1 2 1.875 
Rounding 
- - 2 2.430 
- 1 1 2.420 
- - 1 3.045 
Table 10.4 PROB3 estimated risk of decompression illness for stop times rounded to 
full minutes compared to optimised stop times for a dive to 81 msw for 6 
minutes. 
Table 10.4 shows that the risk of decompression illness values are affected by the 
rounding of stop times to integer values. Choosing to round down below the quarter 
of a minute fraction and round up otherwise provides the closest risk value to 2%. 
The same result could have been obtained with a half minute cut off point, but using 
the quarter minute rule will help bias the risk to stay below the acceptable value. 
The best rounding option could be found by comparing all the possible combinations 
of rounding the stop times. But each combination considered would require the 
calculation of risk for a dive profile and increase the computation required for a 
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solution with little gain to the diver in the final result compared to the simple quarter 
minute rule. 
10.6 Consideration of optimisation schemes being applied to real time 
computing 
If an optimisation scheme is to be incorporated into a real time system such as a dive 
computer the algorithm must reliably find the solution schedule in a short time 
frame. Figure 10.1 compares the number of iterations and function evaluations 
performed to locate a solution to the optimisation problem. 
The stop time optimisation scheme did not converge to a solution after 100 iterations 
for the 60 msw dive to 40 minutes and the 81 msw dive for 25 minutes. These two 
dives correspond to dives with the greatest carrier loading at maximum depth out of 
the dives considered. These two dives are not plotted in Figure 10.1 for the stop time 
optimisation scheme. 
The performance of the two optimisation schemes is comparable for the 18 msw 
dives and shortest dives to the deeper depths. However, for the remaining dives the 
stop time optimisation scheme requires many more function evaluations and 
iterations than curved ascent optimisation. The number of iterations increasing with 
the amount of carrier gas absorbed in the body tissues. 
The number of iterations is more stable for the curved ascent optimisation and only 
starts to increase for the deepest longest dives considered. 
The curve optimisation scheme should be used for future production of optimised 
decompression tables because of the fast and stable convergence to an ascent profile 
that will conceptually be accepted by divers. 
For a dive computer to work in real time, the algorithms detailed in this thesis may 
not process fast enough. The LEM physiology-risk model currently takes up the 
greater portion of the processing requirements. If an acceptable simpler model could 
be developed the optimisation method would take a much shorter time. 
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Figure 10.1 Performance of stop time and ascent curve optimisation applied to QinetiQ 
90 dive profiles. 
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The convergence of the optimisation may be improved by choosing an initial curve 
close to the solution. This could be achieved by using a look up iso-probabilistic 
table matching depth and carrier tissue loading to the start of ascent. 
Alternatively, the ascent could be calculated at regular intervals throughout the 
bottom time of the dive and each new optimisation could use the last known ascent 
curve as the initial curve. 
10.7 Conclusions 
The QinetiQ 90 decompression table was generated using PROB3 to ensure the 
schedules had a risk of decompression illness close to 2%. 
The optimisation schemes described in Chapters 7 and 9 have been used to produce 
decompression schedules that cover the range of depths and bottom times covered by 
the tables; depths of 18 to 81 msw and bottom times of 6 to 200 minutes. 
Comparison of decompression schedules has shown the optimised schedules provide 
the benefit of shorter total time for decompression than the QinetiQ tables. The 
biggest difference is 30 minutes for the dive to 81 msw for 25 minutes. 
The curved ascent optimisation scheme can be used to produced optimised 
decompression tables, but further work on convergence and reducing the processing 
time is required to implement the optimisation in a real time system such as a dive 
computer. 
11.1 Research aim 
Chapter 11 
Conclusions 
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This research has shown that it is feasible to produce optimised iso-probabilistic 
decompression schedules that are operationally practical given an acceptable 
physiology-risk model. 
11.2 The Linear-Exponential Multi-gas decompression model 
The US LEM model and parameters programmed into the PROB3 software provides 
an indication of the risk of decompression illness for dives. The model predicts the 
risk of decompression illness of grouped trials data well for dives shallower than 200 
fsw. For deeper dives with bottom times of greater than 30 minutes the LEM model 
tends to over predict the risk of decompression illness. 
A sensitivity study was conducted for the risk of decompression illness given by the 
LEM model for dives using a constant partial pressure of oxygen or a cyclic partial 
pressure characteristic of rebreather apparatus. For partial pressures of oxygen of 0.7 
bar and above the constant partial pressure of oxygen assumption does not 
significantly affect the risk of decompression illness. The overshoot in oxygen partial 
pressure that occurs on descent may become significant if the LEM model 
parameters are altered to incorporate greater carrier oxygen levels. 
The LEM model has not been tested by manned trials and should only be used as an 
indicator of risk until it is tested. 
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The LEM model was used to show there is a variation in risk of decompression 
illness across decompression tables and schedules within the same tables. This 
variation in risk is not visible to the diver using the decompression tables. 
11.3 Sequential Quadratic Programming optimisation 
The sequential quadratic programming method can be used to solve the constrained 
optimisation of decompression. The minimum of the total time for decompression 
(TTFD) is found subject to the maximum dive time (MDT) achievable with the 
breathing apparatus and risk of decompression illness (R) constraints; 
min 
XE 9\11 TTFD(x) 
subject to 
BT+TTFD(:X)-MDT ~ 0 
R(x)-Racc ~ 0 
Race -~-R(:X) ~ 0 
where Race is the acceptable risk of decompression illness, ~ is acceptable risk error 
and x are the design parameters. There are many local solutions to this constrained 
minimisation problem and a small change in risk of decompression illness can result 
in large changes in the total time for decompression and stop times. 
Two approaches to the optimisation have been taken: 
1. The total time for decompression is described as the sum of the stop 
times plus the ascent time, with the stop times set as the design 
parameters. This scheme prod\lces optimised decompression 
schedules. Some of the schedules for dives deeper than 40 msw have 
an irregular series of stop times that do not monotonically increase 
with decreasing depth. The dives with the largest loadings of carrier 
2. 
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gas at maximum depth also did not reach the termination tolerances 
before a maximum number of iterations of 100 was reached. 
The ascent curve and total time for decompression can be described as 
a three parameter hyperbolic tangent equation. This scheme also 
produced optimised decompression schedules. However, the series of 
stop times produced by this scheme monotonically increase with 
decreasing depth making the schedules conceptually acceptable to 
divers. The number of iterations required to solve the optimisation 
problem is generally smaller than the stop time scheme and more 
stable. The ascent curve scheme is sensitive to the initial ascent curve 
used to start the optimisation, suggesting the use of multiple starting 
values. 
Both of these methods required risk penalty functions to be applied to keep the 
parameters away from infeasible ascent profiles. 
11.4 Iso-probabilistic decompression schedules 
The curved ascent optimisation scheme described in Chapter 9 can be used to 
generate optimised iso-probabilistic decompression tables for 1.3 bar oxygen in 
helium rebreather dives. 
In comparison to QinetiQ Table 90, the optimised schedules gave a reduction in the 
total time for decompression for a dive. The biggest reduction of 30 minutes 
occurred for the deepest, longest dive tested; a dive to 81 msw for 25 minutes. 
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11.5 Recommendations for moving towards real time decompression 
optimisation 
For an optimisation method to perform in real time, the method must reliably 
converge to a solution and complete calculations within the bounds of the processing 
power of an embedded processor suitable for a dive computer. To use the curve 
optimisation scheme in real time further work needs to done. To improve the 
reliability of the method the following areas should be addressed: 
• The modification of the Hessian in the MATLAB function 'nlconst' (Chapter 
6, page 90) to ensure it is positive definite caused some excessive weighting of 
the Hessian matrix. Alternative Hessian update or modification methods should 
be investigated. 
• The convergence criteria are not aimed at problems that have many local 
solutions that may not occur at the minimum of the objective function for total 
time for decompression. Decompression specific convergence criteria need to 
be developed. Such criteria may also improve the termination performance of 
the stop time optimisation scheme. 
• The MATLAB code does not impose hard boundaries on the design parameter 
values. The algorithm should be altered to keep boundaries from being 
violated. 
• The use of a lower and upper bound constraint on the risk of decompression 
illness may overly constrict the path of the optimisation process. The use of 
only an upper bound risk constraint should be investigated as a possible way to 
improve convergence. 
• Dives which are not feasible because the maximum dive time is too short for a 
given dive risk, are not recognised by the algorithm. The algorithm just keeps 
trying to solve the optimisation problem. A diver at the maximum depth of 
their dive needs an ascent profile to follow. They cannot be told that it is not 
possible to get to the surface! The optimisation scheme would need to give the 
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next best ascent option within the time constraint. A warning could be given to 
the diver to say they have exceeded their proposed risk level. 
To improve the speed at which a solution can be found the following areas should be 
investigated: 
With further optimisation of decompression schedules it would be possible to 
gain information on the range of the curve parameters for the dives and 
equipment being considered. Restricting the parameter space should help to 
reduce the number of iterations required to find a solution and produce more 
reliable results. 
The PROB3 calculation of the risk of decompression illness takes the most 
processing during optimisation. A simpler physiology-risk model that involves 
only analytical solutions and requires less processing would speed up the 
optimisation process considerably. 
GIl The curved ascent optimisation scheme is dependent on the choice of initial 
curve parameters. A decrease in the number of iterations to a solution may 
occur of the initial ascent curve is closer to the solution curve. This could be 
achieved in two ways: 
1. Use a set of iso-probabilistic reference ascent curves that could be 
matched to the current dive by the tissue carrier loading and maximum 
depth. 
2. Optimise the ascent at regular intervals during the bottom time and 
ascent. For each solution use the previous solution as the initial ascent 
curve. 
With some or all of the above modifications it should be possible to implement an 
optimised decompression algorithm for use in a dive computer. 
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